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Preface

As previous editions of CICLOPS, the 2009 version in Pasadena brings together
researchers interested in the sequential and parallel implementation of logic and
constraint programming languages and systems. CICLOPS promotes the free
exchange of ideas and early dissemination of potentially premature and promis-
ing ideas. CICLOPS 2009 continues a tradition of successful workshops on
Implementations of Logic Programming Systems, previously held with consid-
erable success in Budapest (1993) and Ithaca (1994), the Compulog Net work-
shops on Parallelism and Implementation, and CICLOPS-es in Paphos (2001),
Copenhagen (2002), (2003), St.-Malo (2004), Sitges (2005), Seattle (2006), Porto
(2007) and Udine (2008). The program is full, varied and interesting, and it
shows both the need for this workshop and the potential for the future. The pro-
gram committee did a great job in reviewing the papers and they have already
given valuable feedback to the authors. Together with the interaction during
the workshop, which is by tradition informal, lively and open, this CICLOPS
again truly serves as a credible stepping stone to formal publication. We thank
all authors, reviewers, and attendees for their efforts and interest.
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Goal-Direted Exeution of Answer Set ProgramsAjay Bansal, Rihard Min, Gopal GuptaDepartment of Computer Siene,The University of Texas at Dallas,Rihardson, TX 75080.Abstrat. Answer Set Programming (ASP) has been proposed as anelegant way of introduing non-monotoni reasoning into logi program-ming. ASP has been steadily gaining popularity due to its appliationsto planning, default reasoning, and other areas of AI. However, none ofthe approahes and urrent implementations for ASP are goal-direted.Approahes that are not goal-direted have inherent limitations, a majorone being that they only work for �nitely groundable programs. In thispaper we present a tehnique based on oindution that an be employedto design SLD resolution-style, goal-direted methods for exeuting an-swer set programs. We also disuss advantages and appliation of suhgoal-direted exeution of answer set programs, as well as report resultsfrom our preliminary implementation.1 IntrodutionAnswer Set Programming (ASP) is an elegant way of developing non-monotonireasoning appliations. ASP has gained wide aeptane in the last 20 years,and onsiderable researh has been done in developing the paradigm as well asits implementations and appliations. ASP has been applied to important areassuh as planning, sheduling, default reasoning, reasoning about ations [3℄, et.Very eÆient implementations of ASP have been developed suh as DLV [12℄and Smodels [17℄. However, all implementations of ASP developed so far workin a \bottom-up fashion" and need aess to the entire knowledge-base. Theseimplementations ompute the whole answer set: i.e., they are not goal-direted inthe fashion of Prolog. Given an answer set program and a query goal Q, a goal-direted exeution will systematially enumerate|via SLD style all expansionsand baktraking|all answer sets that ontain the propositions/prediates inQ. Some reent e�orts have been made to realize goal-direted implementations(e.g., [5℄), however, these approahes an handle only a limited lass of programsand/or queries.In this paper we desribe a goal-direted exeution method that works forany answer set program as well as for any query. The method relies on a re-ently developed tehnique of oindutive logi programming (CoLP) [11℄. CoLPan be regarded as providing an operational semantis for omputing greatest�x-points (gfp) of logi programs (in ontrast to SLD resolution, whih impartsoperational semantis to least �x point based omputations) and is termed o-SLD resolution. Co-LP has been applied to a number of interesting appliations



[11,4℄ suh as reasoning about unfounded sets, reasoning about behavioral prop-erties of in�nite programs and streams, elegant modeling of liveness propertiesin model heking and lazy evaluation in LP. In this paper, we show how CoLPallows us to develop a goal-direted exeution model for A-Prolog, a realizationof ASP.A goal direted method for exeuting answer set programs is analogous totop-down, SLD style resolution for Prolog, while urrent popular methods forASP are analogous to bottom-up methods that have been used for evaluatingProlog (and Datalog) programs [21℄. It should be noted that top-down meth-ods for exeuting Prolog/Datalog|based on tabled exeution|are signi�antlymore eÆient and are more prevalent [21℄ today ompared to bottom-upmethodsinluding even those based on magi sets [7℄. A goal-direted exeution methodfor answering queries for an answer set program has several advantages:{ During problem solving, given a theory (knowledge-base) most often we areinterested in �nding out whether a partiular proposition/prediate is truein that theory; we are not usually interested in �nding out everything thatis true in that theory. With a goal-direted method omputation will berestrited to what is needed to establish the query as suessful or failed.{ Due to the nature of exeution strategies urrently in use, ASP is urrentlyrestrited to �nitely groundable programs, i.e., programs that only ontainpropositions; a goal-direted approah paves the way to realizing ASP withfull �rst-order prediates [16℄.{ While urrent exeution strategies are not goal-direted, programs are fre-quently written in a style that is goal direted: if Q is the goal we are inter-ested in, the onstraint :- not(Q). is added to ensure that every answer setreported will ontain Q.{ Finally, ASP an be more naturally integrated with other LP tehnologiessuh as onstraints, tabling, et. This integration an make many novel ap-pliations possible, suh as planning under real-time onstraints [2℄.While our urrent implementation of goal-direted exeution of ASP is not veryeÆient, it should be regarded as a �rst step towards realizing a top-down imple-mentation that we hope an eventually surpass urrent implementations. Workis in progress to make our implementation more eÆient.In the rest of the paper we develop a goal-direted strategy for exeutinganswer set programs, and prove that it is equivalent to the method of Gelfondand Lifshitz. We restrit ourselves to only propositional (grounded) answer setprograms in this paper; work is in progress to extend our goal-direted methodto prediate answer set programs [16℄. Note that the design of a top-down goal-direted exeution strategy for answer set programs has been regarded as quitea hallenging problem [3℄. As pointed out in [8℄, the diÆulty in designing agoal-direted method for ASP omes about due to the absene of a relevaneproperty in stable model semantis whih underlies answer set programming [8,18,19℄. The relevane property aptures the fat that in ASP, an irrelevant ruleof the form p :- not(p). when added to an answer set program P, where P has



one or more stable models, results in a program that has no stable models (weassume that p does not our in program P).2 Answer Set Programming (ASP)Answer Set Programming (ASP) [10℄ (A-Prolog or AnsProlog [3℄) is a delara-tive logi programming paradigmwhih enapsulates non-monotoni or ommonsense reasoning. The rules in an ASP program are of the form:p :- q1, ..., qm, not(r1), ..., not(rn).where m � 0 and n � 0. Eah of p and qi (8i � m) is a literal, eah not(rj)(8j � n) is a naf-literal (not is a logial onnetive alled negation as failure(naf) or default negation). The semantis of an Answer Set program P is givenvia the Gelfond-Lifshitz method [3℄ in terms of the answer sets of the programground(P), obtained by grounding the variables in the program P.Gelfond-Lifshitz Transform (GLT): Given a grounded Answer Set program Pand a andidate answer set A, a residual program R is obtained by applying thefollowing transformation rules: for all literals L 2 A,1. delete all rules in P whih have not(L) in their body.2. delete all the remaining naf-literals (of the form not(M)) from the bodies ofthe remaining rules.The least �xed-point (say, F) of the residual program R is next omputed. If F= A, then A is a stable model or an answer set of P.ASP an also have rules of the form::- q1, ..., qm, not(r1), ..., not(rn).p :- q1, ..., qm, not(r1), ..., not(rn), not(p).These are alled onstraint rules. These rules apture the non-monotoni aspetof Answer Set Programming. Consider a simple rule of the formp :- q, not(p).Following the Gelfond-Lifshitz method (GL method) outlined above, this rulerestrits q (and p) to not be in the answer set (unless p happens to be in theanswer set via other rules, in whih ase due to presene of not(p) this rule willbe removed while generating the residual program). Note that even though ananswer set program an have other rules to establish that q is in the answer set,addition of the onstraint rule above fores q to not be in the answer set, thusmaking ASP non-monotoni.3 Coindution and Logi ProgrammingReently oindution has been introdued as a tehnique for reasoning aboutunfounded sets, behavioral properties of programs, and proving liveness proper-ties in model heking. It also serves as foundation for lazy evaluation and typeinferene in funtional programming and for interative omputing [4, 11℄.



Coindution is the dual of indution and orresponds to the greatest �x point(gfp) semantis. Coindution has been inorporated in logi programming in asystemati way only reently; referenes [20,11℄ give an operational semantis|similar to SLD|for omputing the greatest �xed point of a logi program. Thisoperational semantis (alled o-SLD resolution) relies on the oindutive hy-pothesis rule and systematially omputes elements of the gfp of a program viabaktraking. It is briey desribed below. The semantis is limited only to reg-ular proofs, i.e., those ases where the in�nite behavior is obtained by in�niterepetition of a �nite number of �nite behaviors.Consider the logi programming de�nition of a stream (list) of numbers asin program R1 below:stream([℄). : : : Rule R1.1stream([H|T℄) :- number(H), stream(T). : : : Rule R1.2Under SLD resolution, the query ?- stream(X) will systematially produe all�nite streams one by one starting from the [℄ stream. Suppose now we removethe base ase and obtain the program R2:stream([H|T℄) :- number(H), stream(T). : : : Rule R2.1In the program R2, the meaning of the query ?- stream(X) is semantially nullunder standard logi programming. In the oindutive LP (o-LP) paradigm thedelarative semantis of the prediate stream/1 above is given in terms of in�ni-tary Herbrand (or o-Herbrand) universe, in�nitary Herbrand (or o-Herbrand)base [13℄, and maximal models (omputed using greatest �xed-points) [20℄. Theoperational semantis under oindution is as follows [20℄: a prediate all p(�t)sueeds if it uni�es with one of its anestor alls. Thus, every time a all is made,it has to be remembered. This set of anestor alls onstitutes the oindutivehypothesis set. Under o-LP, in�nite rational answers an be omputed, and in-�nite rational terms are allowed as arguments of prediates. In�nite terms arerepresented as solutions to uni�ation equations and the ours hek is omittedduring the uni�ation proess: for example, X = [1 | X℄ represents the bindingof X to an in�nite list of 1's. Thus, in o-SLD resolution, given a single lausep([ 1 | X ℄) :- p(X).the query ?- p(A) will sueed in 2 resolution steps with the (in�nite) answer:A = [1 | A℄whih is a �nite representation of the in�nite answer: A = [1, 1, 1, ....℄.Under oindutive interpretation of R2, the query ?- stream(X) produes all in-�nite sized streams as answers, e.g., X = [1 | X℄, X = [1, 2 | X ℄, et. Thus,the semantis of R2 is not null, but proofs may be of in�nite length. If we takea oindutive interpretation of program R1, then we get all �nite and in�nitestreams as answers to the query ?- stream(X).Even with the restrition to regular proofs, there are many appliations ofoindutive logi programming. In this paper we show a new appliation ofCo-LP: realizing a goal-direted exeution strategy for evaluating answer setprograms.



4 Goal-direted Answer Set Programming: Issues4.1 Ordinary Rules and Constraint Rules in ASPAny normal logi program an also be viewed as an answer set program.However,ASP adds omplexity to a normal logi program in two ways. In addition to thestandard Prolog rules, it allows:1. Cylial rules whih when used to expand a all to a subgoal G lead to areursive all to G through an even (but non-zero) number of negations. Forexample, given the program P1 below:p :- not(q). : : : Rule P1.aq :- not(p). : : : Rule P1.bordinary logi programming exeution for the query ?- p. (or ?- q.) willlead to non-termination; however, ASP will produe 2 answer sets fp, not(q)gand fq, not(p)g1. Expanding the all p using Rule P1.a in the style of SLDresolution will lead to a reursive all to p that is in sope of 2 negations(p! not(q)! not(not(p))). We all suh rules ordinary rules. Rule P1.b isalso an ordinary rule, sine if used for expanding the all to q, it will lead toa reursive all to q through two negations. For simpliity of presentation,all non-ylial rules will also be lassi�ed as ordinary rules.2. Cylial rules whih when used to expand a all to subgoal G lead to areursive all to G that is in the sope of an odd number of negations. Forexample, given the program P2 belowp :- q, not(p), r. : : : Rule P2.aa all to p using Rule P2.a will eventually lead to a all to not(p). Underordinary logi programming exeution, this will lead to non-termination.Under ASP, however, the program onsisting of Rule P2.a has fnot(p),not(q), not(r)g as its answer set. We term suh rules onstraint rules.Note that a rule an be both an ordinary rule and a onstraint rule, sine givena subgoal G, its expansion an lead to a reursive all to G through both evenand odd number of negations along di�erent expansion paths. For example inprogram P3 below, Rule P3.a is both an ordinary rule and a onstraint rule.p :- q, not(r). : : : Rule P3.ar :- not(p). : : : Rule P3.bq :- t, not(p). : : : Rule P3.Let us onsider ordinary rules and onstraint rules in turn.1 Note that we will list all literals that are true in a given answer set. Conventionally,an answer set is spei�ed by listing only the positive literals that are true; those notlisted in the set are assumed to be false.



4.2 Goal-direted Exeution with Ordinary RulesOrdinary rules suh as rules P1.a and P1.b in program P1 above exemplify theylial reasoning in ASP. The rules in the example fore p and q to be mutuallyexlusive, i.e., either p is true or q is true, but not both. One an argue thereasoning presented in suh rules is ylial: If p is in the answer set, then qannot be in the answer set (dual of rule P1.b), and if q is not in the answer set,then p must be in the answer set (rule P1.a).An astute reader may have already notied that given a goal, G, and ananswer set program omprised of only ordinary rules, G an be exeuted in a topdown manner using oindution, through the following steps:{ Reord eah all in the oindutive hypothesis set (CHS). The reorded allsonstitute the oindutive hypothesis set, whih is the potential answer set.{ If at the time of the all, the all is already found in the CHS, it sueedsoindutively and �nishes.{ If the urrent all is not in the CHS, then expand it in the style of ordinarySLD resolution (reording the all in the CHS prior to expansion).{ Simplify not(not(p)) to p, whenever possible, where p is a propositionourring in the program.{ If suess is ahieved with no goals left to expand, then the oindutivehypothesis set ontains the (partial) answer set.The top-down resolution of query p with program P1 will proeed as follows.:- p %CHS = fg (expand p by Rule P1.a):- not(q) %CHS = fpg (expand q by Rule P1.b):- not(not(p)) %CHS = fp; not(q)g (simplify not(not(..)) ! p ):- p %CHS = fp; not(q)g (oindutive suess: p 2 CHS):- 2 %suess: answer set is fp; not(q)gNote that the maintenane of the oindutive hypothesis set (CHS) is ritial.If a all is enountered that is already in the CHS, it should not be expanded,it should simply (ondutively) sueed. Note that the query q will produethe other answer set fq; not(p)g in a symmetrial manner. Note also that thequery not(q)will also produe the answer set fp; not(q)g as shown below. Thus,answers to negated queries an also be omputed, if we apply the oindutivehypothesis rule to negated goals also, i.e., a all to not(p) sueeds, if an anestorall to not(p) has been seen before::- not(q) %CHS = fg (expand q by Rule P1.b):- not(not(p)) %CHS = fnot(q)g (not(not(p)) ! p):- p %CHS = fp; not(q)g (expand p by Rule P1.a):- not(q) %CHS = fp; not(q)g oindutive suess for not(q):- 2 %suess: answer set is fp; not(q)g



4.3 Constraint RulesLet us now onsider onstraint rules. The goal-direted proedure based on oin-dution must also work with onstraint rules. Constraint rules are problematibeause they have indiret inuene on the answer sets. Under ASP, rules of theform p :- q1, q2, ..., qk, not(p). hold only for those (stable) models inwhih p is false and at least one of the qi's is also false. Without loss of gener-ality, onsider the simpler rule: p :- q, not(p). For an interpretation to be a(stable) model for this rule, both p and q must be false. Two interesting asesarise: (i) p is true through other rules in the program, (ii) q is true through otherrules in the program.For ase (i), if p is true through other means in the program, then aordingto the Gelfond-Lifshitz method, it is in the answer set, and the onstraint ruleis taken out of onsideration due to the ourrene of not(p) in its body. Forase (ii), if q is true through other means and the rule p :- q, not(p). is stillin onsideration due to p not being true through other rules in the program,then there are no answer sets, as q is both true and false. Thus, the answer setof the program P4 below is: fp, not(q)g.p :- q, not(p). : : : Rule P4.1p. : : : Rule P4.2while there is no answer set for program P5 below:p :- q, not(p). : : : Rule P5.1q. : : : Rule P5.2Given a onstraint rule of the form p :- q, not(p)., and the query p, exeutionbased on o-SLD resolution will fail, if we require that the oindutive hypothesisset (CHS) remains onsistent at all times. That is, if we enounter the goal g(resp. not(g)) during exeution and not(g) 2 CHS (resp. g 2 CHS), then theomputation fails and baktraking ensues.As another example, onsider the program ontaining rule P4.1 (whih has pin its head), but not rule P4.2, and the query :- p. When the exeution starts,p will be added to the CHS and then expanded by rule P4.1; if the all to q fails,then the goal p also fails. If q sueeds due to other rules in the program, thenupon arriving at the all not(p) failure will ensue, sine not(p) is inonsistentwith the urrent CHS (whih equals fp, qg prior to the all not(p)).Thus, onstraint rules do not pose any problems, however, given the on-straint rule p :- q, not(p)., if p an be inferred by other means (i.e., throughordinary rules) then the query p should sueed. Likewise, if q sueeds by othermeans then we should report a failure (rather, report the absene of an answerset; note that given our onventions, CHS = fg denotes no answer set). Wedisuss how this is handled next. Note that a headless rule of the form::- q1, q2, ..., qn.is another manifestation of onstraint rules, as it is equivalent to the rule:p :- q1, q2, ..., qn, not(p).in the sense that the stable models for the two rules are idential.



4.4 NMR Consisteny ChekThe workings of our goal-direted strategy must be obvious by now: given a goalG, perform o-SLD resolution. The CHS serves as the potential answer set. Asuessful answer will be omputed only through ordinary rules, as all onstraintrules will lead to failure due to the fat that not(h) will be enountered withproposition h present in the CHS while expanding with a onstraint rule whosehead is h. One suess is ahieved, the answer set is the CHS. As disussedlater, the answer set may be partial.The answer set produed by the proess above is only a potential andidateanswer set. It may be rejeted due to non monotoniity present in answer setprogramming, as disussed next.One a andidate answer set has been generated by simple o-SLD resolutionas outlined above, the set has to be heked to see that it will not be rejeted bya onstraint rule. Spei�ally, for every proposition p in the andidate answerset, one has to make sure that it is not falsi�ed by a onstraint rule. Clearly,if a proposition p is in the andidate answer set, then (i) every onstraint rulethat has p in its head should be taken out of onsideration, and (ii) for everyonstraint rule of the form q :- B, not(q). where p 6= q and B is a onjuntionof goals (possibly inluding p), B must evaluate to false.Cheks (i) and (ii) an be rolled into one by onstruting a single hekthat an be appended to the original query. This hek an be thought of as anintegrity onstraint on the answer set produed by a query. Given a onstraintrule q :- B, not(q). and a CHS S (a andidate answer set), S an be an answerset only if the logial expression not(not(q) ^ B) holds true for it. Let hk q= not(not(q) ^ B). If q is in the andidate answer set S, not(q) is false, andso hk q is true. If q is not in the andidate answer set, then for onsisteny,aording to GL method, B must be false, and hk q will be true.A query Q is thus transformed to Q, hk q1, hk q2, ...hk qn where eahhk qi orresponds to the onstraint rule that has qi in its head. The appendedportion an be rolled into one all, nmr hk:nmr hk :- hk q1, hk q2, ...hk qn.Now eah query Q is transformed to Q, nmr hk. before it is posed to our goal-direted system. One an think of Q as the generator of andidate answer setsand nmr hk as the �lter. If nmr hk fails, then baktraking will take plae andQ will produe another answer set, and so on. Baktraking an also take plaewithin Q itself when a all to p (resp. not(p)) is enountered and not(p) (resp.p) is present in the CHS. Note that CHS must be a part of the exeution state,and be restored upon baktraking.5 Goal-direted Exeution of Answer Set ProgramsWe next desribe our general goal-direted proedure for omputing answer sets.For simpliity, we add one more step to the proess. Similarly to Alferes et al [1℄,for eah rule in the program, we introdue its dual. That is, given a propositionH's de�nition (Bi's are onjuntion of literals):



H :- B1.H :- B2....H :- Bn.we add the dual rulenot(H) :- not(B1), not(B2), ..., not(Bn).If a proposition q appears in the body of a rule but not in any of the rule heads,then the rulenot(q) :- true.is added. Note that adding the dual rules is not neessary; it only makes theexample below and the exposition of our goal-direted method easier to presentand understand. We now present a larger, more omplex example and thenpresent our general goal-direted exeution method. Consider program P6.p :- not(q). : : : Rule P6.1q :- not(r). : : : Rule P6.2r :- not(p). : : : Rule P6.3q :- not(p). : : : Rule P6.4Rules P6.1, P6.2, and P6.3 are onstraint rules, as alls to propositions p, q, andr in the heads of these rules lead to reursive alls to p, q and r respetivelythat are in the sope of odd numbers of negations. P6.1 is also an ordinary rule,sine in onjuntion with rule P6.4, a all to p resolved via rule P6.1 will leadto a all to p in rule P6.4 that is in the sope of an even number of negations.Thus, the nmr hek rule an be de�ned as:nmr hek :- not(hk p), not(hk q), not(hk r).hk p :- not(p), not(q).hk q :- not(q), not(r).hk r :- not(r), not(p).The duals of the above rules are as follows:not(p) :- q. : : : Rule P6.6not(q) :- r, p. : : : Rule P6.7not(r) :- p. : : : Rule P6.8not(hk p) :- p; q. : : : Rule P6.9not(hk q) :- q; r. : : : Rule P6.10not(hk r) :- r; p. : : : Rule P6.11Negated alls are resolved using these dual rules. Now the query q will be ex-tended to q, nmr hk and exeuted as follows::- q, nmr_hk. CHS = {}; Rule P6.2 (alternative lause: P6.4):- not(r), nmr_hk. CHS = {q}; Rule P6.8:- p, nmr_hk. CHS = {q, not(r)}; Rule P6.1:- not(q), nmr_hk. CHS = {q, not(r)}; fail: baktrak to step 1:- q, nmr_hk. CHS = {}; Rule P6.4



:- not(p), nmr_hk. CHS = {q, not(p)}; Rule P6.6:- q, nmr_hk. CHS = {q, not(p)}; oindutive suess:- nmr_hk. CHS = {q, not(p)}; exeution of q finished:- not(hk_p), not(hk_q), not(hk_r). CHS = {q, not(p)}; nmr_hk rule:- (p;q), not(hk_q), not(hk_r). CHS = {q, not(p)}; not(p) is in CHS:- q, not(hk_q), not(hk_r). CHS = {q, not(p)}; q sueeds ondutively:- not(hk_q), not(hk_r). CHS = {q, not(p)}; Rule P6.10:- (q ; r), not(hk_r). CHS = {q, not(p)}; oindutive suess for q:- not(hk_r). CHS = {q, not(p)}; Rule P6.11:- r ; p. CHS = {q, not(p), r}; Rule P6.3:- not(p) ; p. CHS = {q, not(p), r}; oindutive suess for not(p):- suess: answer set = CHS = {q, not(p), r}Given a propositional query :- Q and a propositional answer set program P,the goal-direted proedure works as desribed below. Note that the exeutionstate is a triple: (G, S, M), where G is the urrent goal list, and S the urrentoindutive hypothesis set. M 2 f0; 1g reords if we are exeuting query goals(M=0) or goals in nmr hk (M=1).1. Identify the set of ordinary rules and onstraint rules in the program.2. Assert a hk qi rule for every onstraint rule with qi as head and build thenmr hek as desribed in Setion 4.4.3. For eah ordinary rule onstrut its dual version; for eah hk qi rule, on-strut its dual version.4. Set the initial exeution state to: (:- G1, ..., Gn, fg, 0).5. Nondeterministially redue the exeution state using the following rules:Call expansion:(:- G1, .., Gi, .., Gn, S, M)! (:- G1, .., B1, .., Bm, .., Gn, S [ fGig, M)where Gi mathes the rule Gi :- B1, ..., Bm. in P,Gi =2 S and not(Gi) =2 S.Coindutive Suess:(:- G1, .., Gi�1, Gi, Gi+1, .., Gn, S, M)! (:- G1, .., Gi�1, Gi+1, .., Gn, S, M)if Gi 2 SIndutive Suess:(:- G1, .., Gi�1, Gi, Gi+1, .., Gn, S, M)! (:- G1, .., Gi�1, Gi+1, .., Gn, S [ fGig, M)if Gi mathes a fat.Coindutive Failure:(:- G1, .., Gi, .., Gn, S, M) ! (fail, S, M)if not(Gi) 2 S;Indutive Failure:(:- G1, .., Gi, .., Gn, S, M) ! (fail, S, M)if Gi has no mathing rule in P.Non-monotoni Chek:(:- true, S, 0) ! (nmr hk, S, 1) `:- true' � empty goal listPrint Answer:(:- true, S, 1) ! suess: S is the answer set



Note that when all the goals in the query are exhausted, exeution of nmr hkbegins. Upon failure, baktraking ensues, the state is restored and another ruletried. Note that negated alls are expanded using dual rules as in [1℄. (See theall expansion rule above). Next we disuss a few important issues:Identifying Constraint and Ordinary Rules: Given a propositional answerset program P, it is easy to identify onstraint rules and ordinary rules by asimple traversal of the program. One an design a bottom-up proedure to detetwhether a rule is a onstraint rule or an ordinary rule or both. Due to lak ofspae we leave it as an exerise for the reader. The omplexity of this proedurewould be O(jPj � n), where n is the number of propositional symbols ourringin the head of lauses in P and jPj is a measure of the size of program P. Notealso that during the exeution of a query Q, we need not make a distintionbetween ordinary and onstraint rules; knowledge of onstraints rules is neededwhile reating the nmr hk.Partial Answer Set: Our top down proedure might not generate the entireanswer set. It may generate only the part of the answer set that is needed toevaluate the query. Consider program P7:p :- not(q).q :- not(p).r :- not(s).s :- not(r).It is easy to see that under goal-direted exeution, the query :- q. for programP7 will produe only fq, not(p)g as the answer, sine the rules de�ning r and sare ompletely independent of rules for p and q. One ould argue that this is anadvantage of a goal-direted exeution strategy rather than a disadvantage, asonly the relevant part of the program will be explored. In ontrast, if the queryis :- q, s, then the right answer fq, not(p), s, not(r)g will be produedby the goal-direted exeution method. Thus, the part of the answer set thatgets omputed depends on the query. Consider program P8:p :- not(q).q :- not(p).r :- not(s), q.s :- not(r).For the query :- r our goal-direted method will generate the omplete an-swer set: fq, not(p), r, not(s)g for program P8. However, for the query :-q only the partial answer set: fq, not(p)g will be generated. Corret mainte-nane of the CHS throughout the exeution is important as it ensures that onlyonsistent and orret answer sets are produed.GFP vs the LFP of the Residual Program:Our goal-direted tehnique isnot ompletely faithful to the Gelfond-Lifshitz method. This is beause ourmethod omputes the gfp of the residual program after the GL transform, whilethe GL method omputes the lfp. Thus, for the example program P9 below:p :- q. : : : Rule P9.1q :- p. : : : Rule P9.2



our method based on o-indution will sueed for queries :- p and :- q pro-duing the answer set fp, qg while under the GL method, the answer set forthis program is fnot(p), not(q)g. Our top-down method based on oindutionreally omputes the gfp of the original program. The GL method omputes a�xpoint of the original program (via the GL transformation and then ompu-tation of the lfp of the residual program) that is in between the gfp and thelfp of the original program. In the GL method, diret ylial reasoning is notallowed, however, ylial reasoning that goes through at least one negated lit-eral is allowed. Thus, under the GL method, the answer set of program P9 doesnot ontain a single positive literal, while there are two answer sets for the pro-gram P1 given earlier, eah with exatly one positive literal, even though bothprograms P1 and P9 have only ylial rules.It is easy to adapt our top-down method so that it produes answer setsonsistent with the GL method: a oindutive reursive all an sueed onlyif it is in the sope of at least one negation. In other words, the path from asuessful oindutive all to its anestor all must inlude a all to not. Giventhe rule:p :- not(q), p.the all :- p. will still fail (sine not(q) would have been ompletely exeutedand removed from the stak when the reursive all p is enountered). In ontrast,the all :- p. for program P1 will sueed, sine the oindutive all p will bein the sope of two not's when it is invoked.The requirement of an intervening all to not for oindutive suess willresult in di�erent answers for the query ?- p for two seemingly equivalent pro-grams P10 and P11 below:P10: p :- p.P11: p :- not(not(p)).whih is onsistent with stable model semantis. The query ?- p will fail for P10and sueed for P11 under our goal-direted method.The modi�ation of our operational semantis in Setion 5 above is straight-forward: we just have to maintain a bit as part of the state in the operationalsemantis whih is set to 1 if the urrent goal is in the sope of at least onenegation, otherwise it is set to 0.Next we prove that our goal-direted method, thus modi�ed, is equivalent to theGL-method.6 Corretness of the Goal-direted methodWe show the orretness of our goal-direted exeution method by showing itsequivalene to the GL method of omputing answer sets. We perform this proofin two steps. First, we show the equivalene of our goal-direted method to amodi�ed Gelfond-Lifshitz method. Next we show that if we require a goal to bein the sope of at least one negation (not) in order for it to oindutively sueedin our goal-direted sheme, then it is equivalent to the Gelfond Lifshitz method.The modi�ed Gelfond-Lifshitz method is one in whih instead of omputing the



lfp of the residual program obtained from the GL transform, we ompute its gfp.For example, in the modi�ed GL method, the answer set of the program p :-p. will be fpg. In the original GL method, this answer set will be fnot(p)g.Theorem 1. Let � be an Answer Set Program. Let � be the oindutive hypoth-esis set obtained after suessfully exeuting the query Q with our goal-diretedmethod. Let �0 be the program obtained by retaining only those rules from �whih were invoked during the goal-direted exeution of query Q (i.e., their headmathed some all during the goal-direted exeution of Q). Then � is an answerset of �0 under the modi�ed GL method.Proof. We will apply the modi�ed GL method to � as a andidate answer set,and show that it will aept � as a legal answer set{ Consider a goal g 2 �, where g is a positive literal. The modi�ed GL methodwill delete all those rules in � 0 whih ontain not(g) in the body. Eah suhrule is of the formH :- ...., not(g), ... : : : Rule RnSine every rule in �0 was invoked, rule Rn was also invoked, and sineg 2 �, this invoation of Rn must have failed:� If g was in the CHS when not(g) was reahed through H, baktrakinghas ensued, and Rn has been disarded.� If g was not in CHS when not(g) was reahed through H, then theexeution of not(g) must have eventually failed, sine we know that g isin the �nal CHS, �. Rn has been baktraked over and thus disarded.Thus, � will not ontain any propositions that may be inferred to be truefrom any of the rules Rn that are disarded during the GL transform.{ Consider a goal g 2 �, where g is a negative literal, i.e., g is of the formnot(h) for some positive literal h. Given a rule of the formH :- B1, not(h), B2. : : : Rule Rpwhere B1 and B2 are sequenes of goals, the modi�ed GL method will deletenot(h) from Rp and the residual program will ontain the ruleH :- B1, B2. : : : Rule R'pWe show that H 2 � i� H is in the gfp of �0, as follows. Suppose R'p is ofthe form:H :- p1, p2, : : :, pn. : : : Rule R'pNote that goals pis (0 � i � n) an only be positive literals at this point.During goal-direted exeution, the rule Rp was invoked via a all to H whiheither led to failure or suess. If it led to failure, learly H will not be inthe CHS through this rule. If it led to suess, then H as well as all the pis



(0 � i � n) will be present in the CHS. It is easy to see that in the latterase H as well as pis (0 � i � n) will also be present in the gfp of the residualprogram of � 0.Thus, � ontains all the propositions that are in the gfp of the residualprogram of �0 and � indeed is a stable model of the program � 0 under themodi�ed GL method.Thus � is an answer set of �0. 2Next we show the ompleteness of our method.Theorem 2. Given an answer set A of a program � under the modi�ed GLmethod, then the query formed by the onjuntion of all the goals that are in Awill sueed for � under the goal-direted exeution method.Proof. Following our onvention, the answer set inludes both positive and neg-ative goals. Let QA be the query formed by the onjuntion of goals in A. We �rstobtain the residual program�R of� w.r.t. A via the Gelfond Lifshitz transform(GLT) and then show that the query QA will sueed for the program �R. LetA = N [ S where N is the set of negative goals in A, and S is the set of posi-tive goals in A. Given the equivalene of operational semantis and delarativesemantis of oindutive logi programming [20, 11℄ for de�nite programs, theonjuntion of goals in S will sueed as a query under goal-direted exeutionwith program �R sine S is the gfp of �R (by virtue of the fat that A is ananswer set of �). Now onsider N; given a negative goal of the form not(g) 2 N,then either there is no rule in �R with g in its head or there is a rule for g whosebody is false under A. In both ases, the goal direted method will infer not(g)to be true with �R. Hene, the query QA omprising of the onjuntion of goalsin A will sueed under goal-direted exeution with program �R. Clearly thehead H of a rule R 2 � where R was deleted by the GLT w.r.t A annot be inA (unless possibly there is another rule with H in its head that is in �R). Thus,the query QA omprising of the onjuntion of goals in A will also sueed undergoal-direted exeution with program �. 2As disussed in setion 5, to be faithful to the original Gelfond-Lifshitzmethod, we restrit oindutive suess for positive goals to only those instanesin whih they are in the sope of an intervening negation between the oindutiveall and its mathing anestor all. This restrition disallows inferring p fromrules suh as p :- p. With this operational restrition in plae, the onstrainthypothesis set will never ontain a positive literal that is in the gfp of the residualprogram obtained after the GL transform, but not in its lfp. The easy proof isleft as an exerise.7 Performane ResultsThe top-down method desribed in this paper has been implemented as a meta-interpreter on top of the YAP Prolog system. Performane results for some



example programs are shown in Table 1 and 2 below. We present these resultssolely to demonstrate that our goal-direted method is pratial and an indeedbe implemented.While the exeution eÆieny is not high, the urrent prototypeimplementation must be regarded as a �rst step towards eÆient goal-diretedexeution of answer set programs. More work needs to be done to obtain eÆientimplementations that are omparable to state-of-the-art implementations suhas Smodels. N 6 7 8 9 10 11CPU se. 0.02 0.07 0.40 1.29 12.27 38.64Table 1. N-Queens problem; time in CPU seondsShur BxN 5x10 5x11 5x12 5x13 5x14 5x15 5x16 5x17 5x18v1 in CPU se 0.13 0.14 0.75 0.80 0.48 4.38 23.17 24.31 130.0Table 2. Shur BxN problem (B=box, N=number)There are many ways in whih the performane of our system an be im-proved. Given the augmented query Q, nmr hk, our urrent implementationtreats Q as the generator of andidate answer sets and nmr hk as the tester ofthese sets. This is akin to standard generate & test logi programming paradigm,as opposed to the onstraint & generate onstraint logi programming paradigm.Considerable eÆieny an be obtained by dynamially intermingling the exe-ution of nmr hk onstraints with that of Q. Work is in progress to inorporatesuh tehniques. Work is also in progress to develop a low level implementationof our goal-direted method, as our meta-interpreted implementation inurs on-siderable overhead.8 Disussion and Related WorkThere are many advantages of top-down goal-direted exeution of answer setprograms, the main one being that it paves the way to answer set programmingwith prediates [16℄. It is relatively easy to extend our method to Datalog answerset programs, i.e., programs that allow only onstants and variables as argumentsin the prediates they ontain. Our meta-interpreter works with Datalog answerset programs and does not require their grounding.Another advantage of goal-direted exeution is that answer set programmingan be made to work with other paradigms that have been developed withinlogi programming, suh as onstraint programming, tabling, et. This leads tomore sophistiated appliations. Timed planning, i.e., planning in the preseneof real-time onstraints, is one suh suh example [2℄.W.r.t. related work, a top-down, goal-direted exeution strategy for ASPhas been the aim of many researhers in the past. Desriptions of some of thesee�orts an be found in [14,5, 6, 9, 15, 1, 22, 18, 19℄. A query-driven proedure foromputing answer sets with argumentation semantis have been explored byKakas and Toni [15℄. Here, a somewhat similar method for omputing answersets is de�ned; a onsisteny hek via integrity onstraints is done before a



negated literal is added to the answer set. Goal-diretedness is not their mainfous though. Alferes et al [1℄ have worked in similar diretion though this isdone in the ontext of abdution, and again goal-diretedness of ASP is not themain fous. Gebser and Shaub have developed a tableau based method whihan be regarded as a step in this diretion, however, the motivation for theirwork is ompletely di�erent [9℄.Bonatti, Pontelli and Tran [5℄ have proposed redulous resolution, an ex-tension of earlier work of Bonatti [6℄, that extends SLD resolution for ASP.However, they plae restritions on the type of programs allowed and the typeof queries allowed. Their method an be regarded as allowing oindutive suessto be inferred only for negated goals. Thus, given query :- p and program P1,the exeution will look as follows: p ! not(q) ! not(not(p)) ! not(q) !suess. Compared to our method, their method performs extra work. For ex-ample, if rule P1.1 is hanged to p :- big goal, not(q), then big goal will beexeuted twie. The main problem in their method is that sine it does not takeoindution for positive goals into aount, knowing when to sueed indutivelyand when to sueed ondutively is undeidable. For this reason, their methodworks orretly only for a limited lass of answer set programs (for example,answers to negated queries suh ?-not(p) annot be omputed in a top-downmanner). In ontrast, our goal-direted method works orretly for all types ofanswer set programs and all types of queries.Pereira's group has done signi�ant work on de�ning semantis for normallogi programs and implementing them, inluding in a top-down fashion [1,18,19℄. However, their approah is to modify stable model semantis so that theproperty of relevane is restored [18℄. For this modi�ed semantis, goal-diretedproedures have been designed [19℄. In ontrast, our goal is to stay faithful tostable model semantis and answer set programming.9 ConlusionsThe main ontribution of our paper is to present a top-down method for goal-direted exeution of Answer Set programs. Our method stays faithful to ASP,and works for arbitrary answer set programs as well as arbitrary queries. Othermethods in the literature either hange the semantis, or work for only restritedprograms or queries. Our method ahieves this by relying on the newly disoveredoindutive logi programming paradigm. Details of our method were presented,along with a proof of orretness, and some preliminary performane results. Agoal-direted proedure has many advantages, the main one being that exeutionof answer set programs does not have to be restrited to only �nitely ground-able ones. Our work thus paves the way for developing exeution proedures forASP over prediates. A goal-direted strategy permits an easier integration withother extensions of logi programming, whih in turn makes it possible to de-velop more interesting appliations of ASP and non-monotoni reasoning. Oururrent work is foused on developing a more eÆient implementation of thegoal-direted strategy. Current work also inludes developing a goal direted ex-
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Mechanisms for side-effect free I/O
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Constraints, coroutining, and other advanced language features entered main-
stream Prolog through extensible unification via attributed variables. Still miss-
ing are I/O streams, originally developed in concurrent logic programming. They
give us first and foremostly side effect free input from files. Compared to func-
tional languages, side-effect free I/O hasn’t received the same attention in Pro-
log. Prolog programmers still have to rely on state-ridden language constructs
to perform I/O. Providing side-effect free I/O for Prolog, requires to resolve sev-
eral problems. In particular the presence of backtracking which we do not want
to sacrifice imposes significant restrictions. Our approach relies essentially on
four different elements. The ISO I/O model, DCGs, coroutining via freeze/2 and
a recent cleanup mechanism. While all of these elements are considered to be
well understood, it is their interaction that complicates the situation. For exam-
ple, the interaction of couroutining and DCGs forces us to reconsider commonly
held beliefs about the steadfastness of DCGs. The implicit freeing of resources
facilitated by the cooperation of DCGs and cleanup mechanisms requires sev-
eral adjustments to both. Further fine print is required to address asynchronous
events like interrupts, timeouts and resource errors.

We conjecture that a system needs all of the discussed mechanisms to provide
reliable and efficient side effect free I/O. This might be the reason why side
effect free I/O has not yet found broader acceptance. We will discuss current
implementations and focus on the challenges a system implementer has to face.



Recent Developments in B-Prolog
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In this talk, we will discuss several recent developments in B-Prolog, including

the new abstract machine TOAM Jr., table constraints, and table modes. We

will also propose a loop construct for Prolog, named foreach, and demonstrate

its expressive power through examples.

The TOAM Jr. Abstract Machine

B-Prolog has been underpined by the TOAM (Tree-Oriented Abstract Machine)

since it’s first release in 1994. TOAM is a variant of WAM [1] but differs from it

in argument passing (arguments are passed through stack frames), stack man-

agement (only one frame is used for each predicate call no matter whether the

predicate is determinate or not), and clause indexing (instructions are provided

for encoding matching trees). The TOAM architecture has been extended to sup-

port several new language features including even-driven action rules, constraint

solving, and tabling.

The TOAM Jr. machine is designed to facilitate fast emulation. It departs

from TOAM in two important aspects: TOAM Jr. provides jumbo and variable-

size instructions; and TOAM Jr. abandons the WAM registers that were retained

for temporary variables in TOAM. With coarse-grained instructions, a flattened

call with no structured arguments can be encoded in only one instruction. In this

way, a program requires fewer instructions to encode and execute, and hence the

dispatching cost can be reduced significantly. The omission of registers reduces

the number of operand types and hence makes it easy to merge and specialize

instructions. The TOAM Jr. boosts B-Prolog’s speed by 60% on Windows and

nearly 90% on Linux. A detailed description of TOAM Jr. can be found in [3].

Table Constraints

A table constraint, or extensional constraint, over a tuple of variables speci-

fies a set of tuples that are allowed or disallowed for the variables. Recently

there has been a growing interest in this format of constraints. This format is

well suited to problems where relations are more easily given in extension than

in intension such as configuration problems involving datasets (e.g., crossword

puzzles). Another reason for the popularity of this format is that certain in-

tensional constraints, especially nonlinear and global constraints, can be more

cheaply maintained when tabulated.



B-Prolog maintains AC for binary constraints and pair-wise AC with early

checking for n-ary constraints. For binary constraints, the supports of each value

are represented as a finite-domain variable, and action rules are used to propa-

gate value exclusions. The bit-vector representation of finite domains facilitates

constant-time removal of unsupported values. Pair-wise AC is a natural exten-

sion of AC. A constraint is said to be pair-wise AC if each value has a support in

the domain of every related variable. The reader is referred to [4] for the detailed

description of the implementation.

Table Modes

In early versions of B-Prolog, like in many other tabling systems, when a pred-

icate is declared tabled, all the arguments are used in variant checking and all

the answers are tabled. A table mode declaration allows the system to use only

input arguments in variant checking and table answers selectively.

Table modes are useful for declarative description of dynamic programming

problems [2]. Table modes turned out to be very powerful for solving the P

problems used in the second ASP solver competition.1

Foreach for Prolog

Prolog relies on recursion to describe iterations. It is inconvenient to write nested

loops using recursion. The lack of standard loop constructs in Prolog is consid-

ered a weakness, especially to those users who has experience with the enhanced

for statement in Java and the foreach statement in C#. The loop constructs

provided by ECLiPSe are too complicated and are yet to be accepted by Prolog

programmers. We, therefore, propose a simple and yet powerful loop construct,

named foreach, for Prolog. Interested readers are referred to the B-Prolog user’s

manual for the detail.
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Abstract. ProbLog is a probabilistic framework that extends Prolog
with probabilistic facts. Inference in ProbLog is based on calculations
over the SLD proof tree of a query. Tabling is a well known technique
to avoid re-computation. We investigate how the idea of tabling can be
used in ProbLog: the challenge is that we are not just interested in the
answers of a query but in retaining the SLD proof tree. Luckily, only the
relevant probabilistic parts of the SLD proof tree are required. Tabling
not only improves the execution time of ProbLog programs, but also de-
creases accordingly the memory consumption. In addition to tabling, we
also study how tabling affects the next computational steps. We explore
this technique for ground queries with some standard ProbLog programs
using exact probability inference and report our promising results. This
successful first step outlines a direction to tabling ProbLog programs.

1 Introduction

ProbLog [1–4] is a probabilistic framework that extends Prolog with probabilistic
facts. In addition to normal Prolog predicates, a predicate can also be defined by
a number of probabilistic facts, namely Prolog facts with an attached probability
that the fact is ‘true’.

Assuming that the probabilistic facts are mutually independent, ProbLog can
answer several kinds of probabilistic queries. The framework uses SLD resolution
to collect proofs for a query and thereafter applies methods for calculating the
probability of Boolean formula. The framework includes a number of different
inference methods that can be used to answer queries, but all these methods
use SLD resolution for collecting the proofs which are then used to calculate the
probability. Depending on the type of inference ProbLog uses various methods
such as reduced ordered binary decision diagrams (ROBDDs) [5, 6], iterative
deepening search or sampling techniques to calculate the probability of the query.
In this paper we focus on the exact probability inference method and the effects
of tabling to it.

Actually, in order to construct the SLD tree for a query in ProbLog, we con-
sider the probabilistic facts just as normal facts. The only difference with normal
Prolog is that in addition to the answers for a query, we want to have the list of
the probabilistic facts that are used for each proof. The ProbLog implementa-
tion uses unique identifiers for the probabilistic facts. For each probabilistic fact



used in a proof, its identifier is added to a list. An SLD tree typically consists
of several proofs: the lists of all these proofs are kept in a prefix tree (trie).
The aim is to avoid re-computation of the same goal appearing at several places
in the SLD tree. A successfully applied technique to avoid re-computation is
tabling [7–11]. Normal tabling, as is available in XSB [12], YAP [13–15] and
other Prolog systems is not enough because only the answers for the goals are
tabled while ProbLog needs also to re-use the resolution branches stored in the
trie.

The contribution is, the realisation of a tabling mechanism that memorises
the probabilistic facts used to prove a query. Through program transformation
we adapt the selected tabled predicates when called, to construct their own trie,
memorise it, and integrate it in the final trie. We also study how the modifi-
cations to the trie structure affect the next calculation steps, in particular the
construction of the ROBDDs. Modifying the input size and structure of the trie
can have important performance impact to the generation of ROBDDs. This
modifications can decide the tractability of the whole process. We get promis-
ing results and are able to answer a larger set of queries for typical ProbLog
programs. In a probabilistic setting it is often the case that the same goals re-
appear. For example for determining the weather on day N there are several
cases to be considered and in several of them one needs to know the weather
on the day before (N − 1), or the day before that (N − 2). Also, this tabling
mechanism will be very useful for new extensions of ProbLog which are currently
under investigation.

The paper is structured as follows. First we give a brief explanation of
ProbLog based on a small example and the semantics in Section 2. Then follows
in the first half of Section 3 an explanation of the tabling difficulties, how we
overcome them, and an explanation of the implementation. The second half of
Section 3 is devoted to the behaviour of tabled predicates, and analysing the in-
fluenced parts of ProbLog. After we present our experimental results in Section
4 and validate them in Section 5. Related work is briefly mentioned in Section
6. Finally, we state our conclusions and further work in Section 7.

2 What is ProbLog

As described previously ProbLog is probabilistic framework system that extends
Prolog with probabilistic facts. In this section we explain the basics of this frame-
work by using a small ProbLog program and some of the semantics.

2.1 An Example Program

We will use the simple ProbLog program from Example 1 to describe how
ProbLog calculates the exact probability of a query. The program encodes the
graph of Figure 1 with each of the edges having the stated probability. Someone
would be interested to enquiry for the probability that a path exists between
two nodes, for example node 1 and node 4. This query in ProbLog can be asked
as follows: problog_exact(path(1, 4), Probability, Status).



Example 1. Path program:

0.9::dir_edge(1, 2).
0.8::dir_edge(2, 3).
0.6::dir_edge(3, 4).
0.7::dir_edge(1, 6).
0.5::dir_edge(2, 6).
0.4::dir_edge(6, 5).
0.7::dir_edge(5, 3).
0.2::dir_edge(5, 4).
path(X, Y):- path(X, Y, [X], _).
path(X, X, A, A).
path(X, Y, A, R):-
X \== Y,
edge(X, Z),
absent(Z, A),
path(Z, Y, [Z|A], R).

edge(X, Y):- dir_edge(Y, X).
edge(X, Y):- dir_edge(X, Y).
absent(_, []).
absent(X, [Y|Z]):- X \= Y, absent(X, Z).

Query: problog_exact(path(1, 4), Probability, Status)

1 2

4

3

56

0.9 0.8

0.60.5

0.4

0.7

0.2

0.7

Fig. 1. Path program 1 graph.

This execution first triggers the SLD resolution of the path/2 predicate col-
lecting all the proofs of the query. From all clauses which SLD resolution uses to
prove the query, ProbLog collects only the probabilistic facts. In this example
only the facts dir_edge/2 are collected. To prove the above query the SLD res-
olution generates a tree with eight branches and ProbLog collects the following
eight lists of dir_edge/2 facts, which can be represented compactly in a trie:

dir_edge(1,2), dir_edge(2,3), dir_edge(5,3), dir_edge(5,4)



dir_edge(1,2), dir_edge(2,3), dir_edge(3,4)
dir_edge(1,2), dir_edge(2,6), dir_edge(6,5), dir_edge(5,3),

dir_edge(3,4)
dir_edge(1,2), dir_edge(2,6), dir_edge(6,5), dir_edge(5,4)
dir_edge(1,6), dir_edge(2,6), dir_edge(2,3), dir_edge(5,3),

dir_edge(5,4)
dir_edge(1,6), dir_edge(2,6), dir_edge(2,3), dir_edge(3,4)
dir_edge(1,6), dir_edge(6,5), dir_edge(5,3), dir_edge(3,4)
dir_edge(1,6), dir_edge(6,5), dir_edge(5,4)

Then following the SLD resolution, a ROBDD will be generated from the
trie based on formula (1). ∨

bn∈branches

(
∧

ci∈bn

ci) (1)

Where the ci represent the probabilistic clauses collected in branch bn. In order
to compute the correct probability for (1) ProbLog compiles the disjunction of
conjunctions into mutually disjoint conjunctions. This is done by constructing
the ROBDD for (1).

2.2 ProbLog Semantics

A ProbLog program T = {p1 : c1, ..., pn : cn} defines a probability distribution
over logic programs L ⊆ LT = {c1, ..., cn} in the following way [1]:

P (L | T ) =
∏

ci∈L

pi

∏
ci∈LT \T

(1− pi) (2)

where pi is the assigned probability for clause ci.
The success probability P (q|T ) of a query q in a ProbLog program T is:

P (q | L) =
{

1 ∃θ : L |= qθ
0 otherwise

(3)

P (q, L | T ) = P (q | L) · P (L | T ) (4)

P (q | T ) =
∑

M⊆LT

P (q,M | T ) (5)

Finally, any Prolog clause is equivalent to a probabilistic clause with probabil-
ity 1.0. For the query in Example 1 this semantics results in an exact probability
that a path from node 1 to node 4 exists of P = 0.53864.



2.3 SLD Resolution in ProbLog Implementation

The SLD resolution of a ProbLog query is monitored for collecting all the
branches that prove the query. This is achieved by transforming each proba-
bilistic fact in a way that it stores a unique identifier to a list whenever this fact
is used to prove the query. Therefore the list contains probabilistic facts of one
branch that proves the query. Each of these lists are then stored in a trie collect-
ing all the branches used. Finally the trie is used for calculating the probability.
Depending on the inference method the trie is processed differently; we focus at
the exact probability inference where the trie is compiled to a ROBDD.

Determined by the ProbLog program, when proving a query the SLD res-
olution might have goals that need to be proved multiple times. The presence
of a tabling mechanism would optimise the SLD resolution for those programs.
Unfortunately because of the ProbLog mechanism of collecting the query proofs
one can not just use the tabling mechanism of YAP.

3 Implementing Tabling

3.1 The Difficulty

As mentioned previously, implementing tabling for a ProbLog program requires
support for storing tries, which represent the collection of all the probabilistic
facts used for each branch that succeeds in the SLD resolution. Normally, when-
ever a predicate calls a probabilistic fact the probabilistic fact will be recorded
in a global list. When the query reaches the end of a branch that succeeds, this
list will be added to a global trie.

To handle this we generate an execution trie for each of the tabled goals.
These tries contain the set of probabilistic facts used to prove the specific goal
we are tabling. Then we nest those tries in order to construct an equivalent trie
with the original trie that a program with non tabled predicates would generate.

Consider the program of Example 2. The SLD tree and the respective trie of
this program are in Figure 2a. Now consider that we table the predicate q this
affects both the SLD tree and the trie as shown in Figure 2b. In the implemen-
tation the probabilistic facts are stored in the trie with unique identifiers instead
of the predicate head.

Example 2. Goal g/0 program:

0.1::p1.
0.7::p2.
0.3::q1.
0.2::q2.
p:-p1.
p:-p2.
q:-q1.
q:-q2.
g:-p, q.



[p1,q1]

[p1,q2]

[p2,q1]

[p2,q2]

trie(1)

?-p,q

?-p1,q ?-p2,q

?-q1 ?-q2

?-g

?-q

?-q1 ?-q2

?-q

(a) SLD tree and respective trie

[p2,t(2)]

trie(1)

[p1,t(2)]

trie(2)

[q1]

[q2]

?-q1

?-p,q

?-p1,q ?-p2,q

?-q2

?-g

?-q ?-tabled_q

(b) SLD tree and respective trie with predicate p/0
tabled

Fig. 2. SLD resolution trees and respective tries for Example 2.

3.2 Predicate Transformation

Tabling in ProbLog is achieved by manually marking which predicates are to
be transformed to tabled predicates. Tabling automatically all predicates would
cause a significant overhead for programs that do not benefit from tabling and
in some cases can even cause intractable programs.

Figure 3 illustrates in pseudocode the body of a transformed tabled predicate.
The head of each grounded instance of the predicate is used to generate a hash
number. This hash number is a unique identifier that is calculated with a small
constant cost and then it is used to efficiently retrieve a goal that was tabled.

It is necessary to track the changes of the trie structure each goal accounts
for, therefore we generate a fresh trie to collect the proofs of each different
grounded instance of the predicate. Each of these tries is linked with a unique
hash number. When the time comes to re-prove the same grounded instance we
instead calculate the hash number to retrieve the trie modifications needed. We
then nest the hash numbers generating the new trie structure. By adding the
hash number as an identifier in tries we extend the trie to a nested structure.



Currently ProbLog tabling supports only goals that have all their arguments
grounded. Also it is assumed that tabled predicates do not modify the Prolog
database on execution. The use of a cut in a ProbLog program is rather unusual,
but even so a cut can appear in the body of a tabled predicate without interfering
with the tabling mechanism.

if (ground(HEAD)) then

HASH = hash(HEAD),

if (HASH in tabledgoals) then

add_to_current_proof(trie(HASH))

else

get_current_proof(IDS)

get_current_trie(TRIE)

initialise_trie(HASH)

set_current_proof([])

set_current_trie(HASH)

call(ORIGINAL_GOAL)

get_current_proof(NIDS)

add_proof_to_trie(NIDS, HASH)

add_trie_to_table(HASH)

set_current_proof(IDS)

add_to_current_proof(trie(HASH))

set_current_trie(TRIE)

end if

else

call(ORIGINAL_GOAL)

end if

Fig. 3. Transformed tabled predicate.

3.3 Execution Behaviour

The first time a call to a tabled ProbLog predicate is encountered tabling will be
initiated, and the respective trie will be built by adding for each success branch
in the SLD tree the corresponding list of identifiers. When later on the same call
appears again, it does not have to be computed: we know that it has the same
SLD proof tree as the first occurrence, or in other words it has the same trie.

What if the next occurrence is found before the trie of the first call is com-
pleted? When tabling tries this is very simple: for the next call we simply point
to the trie of the first call. The latter might still be incomplete, but the back-
tracking of ProbLog will complete it as the transformed predicate will have a
choice point for the instruction call(ORIGINAL_GOAL) in its body. Notice that
for ground goals we do not need to table the answer substitutions and we do not
need to take precautions for propagating all answers to all calls.



3.4 What is Affected

With respect to the ProbLog implementation two parts are directly affected:
the SLD resolution, and the ROBDD generation. The SLD resolution is affected
positively for a number of programs, on the other hand the modified trie structure
is currently used naively affecting negatively the ROBDD generation. As shown
later the negative affects on the ROBDD generation are noticeable, but even so
still tractable. Only in queries that without tabling were intractable to answer
the ROBDD generation can become intractable.

The program in Example 3 is a characteristic example that benefits from
tabling. Normal SLD resolution generates 3N paths with N being the Day ar-
gument of the weather predicate. Following the execution one notices that only
N branches are different while the rest contain repetitions. Tabling also affects
the size of the generated trie which now needs to keep the re-usable branches
only once therefore producing an equivalent memory gain. But we need some
memory for the hash table with the proved goals.

Example 3. Weather program:

0.3::weather(sunny, 0).
0.3::weather(foggy, 0).
0.4::weather(rainy, 0).
0.8::same_weather(W, W, _D).
0.2::dif_weather(_W1, _W2, _D).

new_weather(W, W, D):-
same_weather(W, W, D).

new_weather(W1, W2, D):-
W1 \= W2, dif_weather(W1, W2, D).

weather(sunny, Day):-
previous(Day, PDay),
weather(NW, PDay),
new_weather(sunny, NW, PDay).

weather(rainy, Day):-
previous(Day, PDay),
weather(NW, PDay),
new_weather(rainy, NW, PDay).

weather(foggy, Day):-
previous(Day, PDay),
weather(NW, PDay),
new_weather(foggy, NW, PDay).

previous(Day, PDay):-
Day > 0, PDay is Day - 1.

Query: problog_exact(weather(sunny, 20), Probability, Status)



Figure 4 illustrates the structure of the original trie and the equivalent nested
trie generated by tabled weather/2 goals for the weather program. We included
them to give the reader a better idea of the effects of tabling on the tries.
These tries are as generated from the implementation, notice in Figure 4a that
the identifiers are constantly repeating with a pattern while in Figure 4b each
identifier appears only once.

Observe in Figure 4b that the tries 7147222, 7052273 and 6817866 are re-
used at tries 7052274 and 6817861. While compared to Figure 4a the re-used tries
account for a gain almost equal to 2/3 of the total execution. The goals would
normally be proved for all branches, while now with tabling they get proved in
9 out of 27 branches.

Generally tabling will improve ProbLog programs that have a “generation”
structure such as ancestor, friend of friend, or time dependent programs. The
weather example used here is a time dependent program with time referring to
the day. Later we will use an ancestor (Bloodtype) program for experiments.
Programs like in Example 1 do not benefit from the current tabling mechanism.
The path program repeats the goals only if it arrives from a different path to
the same node but then the grounded predicate head will be different. To take
advantage of these repetitions subsumption tabling must be used [16].

4 Experimental Results

Four typical ProbLog programs, namely Umbrella, Weather, Bloodtypes ground,
and Bloodtypes non-ground, were used as benchmarks to confirm that our tabling
mechanism improves the execution of ProbLog programs. While Umbrella has a
more complex structure than Weather, both programs have a parameter ‘Day’
that directly affects the depth of the SLD resolution needed to prove a query.
The Bloodtypes program uses directed acyclic graphs to represent ‘family trees’
and traverses them to define the blood type of family members. We took two
versions of this program: the first version has completely grounded the graph
connections in all predicates, while the second version is non-grounded. Finally,
we ran some experiments with programs that have no performance gain from
tabling for verification and calculation of the overhead.

The following tables present results for six queries of different difficulty. The
‘Tractable Small’, ‘Tractable Medium’, and ‘Max tractable Non-Tabled SLD’ are
queries that can be computed even without tabling while for the latter the im-
plementation limit is reached; the ‘Intractable Non-Tabled SLD’, ‘Max tractable
Tabled ROBDD’ and ‘Max tractable Tabled SLD’ are queries that only the
tabled implementation can compute. The latter now reaches the current imple-
mentation limits due to memory.

For our experiments we used an IntelR CoreTM2 Duo CPU at 3.00GHz with
2GB of RAM memory running Ubuntu 8.04.2 Linux under a usual load. The
reported times are in milliseconds.



trie(1)

[0,3_0,3_1,3_2]
[0,3_0,4_13,4_14]
[0,3_0,4_17,4_18]
[0,4_5,4_6,3_2]
[0,4_5,3_15,4_14]
[0,4_5,4_19,4_18]
[0,4_9,4_10,3_2]
[0,4_9,4_16,4_14]
[0,4_9,3_20,4_18]
[1,4_3,3_1,3_2]
[1,4_3,4_13,4_14]
[1,4_3,4_17,4_18]
[1,3_7,4_6,3_2]
[1,3_7,3_15,4_14]
[1,3_7,4_19,4_18]
[1,4_11,4_10,3_2]
[1,4_11,4_16,4_14]
[1,4_11,3_20,4_18]
[2,4_4,3_1,3_2]
[2,4_4,4_13,4_14]
[2,4_4,4_17,4_18]
[2,4_8,4_6,3_2]
[2,4_8,3_15,4_14]
[2,4_8,4_19,4_18]
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(b) Nested Trie

Fig. 4. The original and equivalent nested tries of the weather program.

We focused our effort on improving the SLD resolution time but following
that we observed that the ROBDD generation has been affected by the new trie
structure: the ‘Max tractable Tabled ROBDD’ row represents the limits of the
current ROBDD generation.

Table 1 shows the results for the Umbrella and Weather benchmark pro-
grams. The SLD column gives the time for computing the SLD tree including
the construction of the tries and the BDD column gives the time for generating
the ROBDDs from the tries. When comparing the non tabled and the tabled
runs the improvement for these programs is directly observable. All the tabled
queries have significant execution improvement and more queries can be an-
swered. Figure 5a shows that the SLD time for the non tabled implementation
exponentially increases with the input (i.e. the number of the day of interest
which determines the depth of the SLD tree), while the tabled implementation



Table 1. Umbrella, Weather benchmarks

Umbrella Weather
not tabled tabled not tabled tabled
SLD BDD SLD BDD SLD BDD SLD BDD

Tractable Small 115 19 5 6 219 24 2 81
Tractable Medium 1122 23 9 6 1987 34 4 57
Max tractable Non-Tabled SLD 40607 187 20 44 21176 80 5 75
Intractable Non-Tabled SLD - - 24 39 - - 6 81
Max tractable Tabled ROBDD - - 1457 429 - - 78 1855
Max tractable Tabled SLD - - 2588 - - - 393 -

of Figure 5b shows a polynomial increase in time. The improvements enabled
ProbLog to prove queries with tree depth 150 while previously queries with tree
depth more than 12 were intractable and the new limit is set by the ROBDD
generation rather than the SLD resolution.
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Fig. 5. ProbLog SLD resolution times for query proving of the umbrella program.

The Bloodtype benchmarks also wielded significant improvements enabling
ProbLog to answer more queries. The importance of the Bloodtype results lies in
the comparison between the grounded and non-grounded version. An interesting
point is that the grounded version benefits remarkably more from tabling than
the non-grounded version. Nevertheless the relative increase in time from one
query to another is equal. For instance, the SLD resolution time increases by a
factor ninety between ‘Max tractable Non-Tabled SLD’ and ‘Intractable Non-
Tabled SLD’ in both non tabled versions (144022/1553 ≈ 90, 194457/2149 ≈ 90).
Both tabled versions have only a factor four (242/59 ≈ 4, 3268/746 ≈ 4). Tabling
seems to influence their execution in the same way. Also note that there is a factor
fourteen (3268/242 ≈ 14) between both tabled programs while there is only a
factor one and half (194457/144022 ≈ 1.5) for the non tabled programs. We



Table 2. Bloodtype benchmarks

Blood grounded Blood non-grounded
not tabled tabled not tabled tabled
SLD BDD SLD BDD SLD BDD SLD BDD

Tractable Small 3 6 6 7 0 6 10 6
Tractable Medium 20 15 11 7 29 19 325 5
Max tractable Non-Tabled SLD 1553 47 59 166 2149 42 746 128
Intractable Non-Tabled SLD 144022 - 242 633 194457 - 3268 644
Max tractable Tabled ROBDD - - 1702 2656 - - 28414 2687
Max tractable Tabled SLD - - 2131 - - - 35516 -

suspect this is due that the non-grounded program has more different calls, but
we still have to study it in more detail.

In all the experiments that we performed the tabled implementation fulfilled
the complete SLD resolution step successfully; the new pitfall of the exact prob-
ability inference steps is now in the generation of the ROBDDs. As is displayed
in Tables 1 and 2 there is still a margin before the generation of ROBDDs will
match the performance of the SLD resolution.

Last we performed some experiments with the path finding program of Ex-
ample 1 that has no benefit from the tabling mechanism. These experiments
were used to estimate the overhead of the current tabling implementation. The
results of these experiments are shown in Table 3. We see that the current imple-
mentation of tabling has a low overhead for the SLD part but that the ROBDD
generation is more affected.

Table 3. Path benchmarks

not tabled tabled
SLD BDD SLD BDD

Small SLD tree 251 417 272 1096
Medium SLD tree 268 362 288 1318
Large SLD tree 5133 500 5413 -

A last remarkable observation can be made when comparing the BDD times
for the Umbrella program with the other benchmarks. A considerable improve-
ment to the generation of the ROBDD time occurs when using tabling while
in all other experiments we discern the opposite behaviour. This phenomenon is
related to the new structure of the trie. It appears that the naive straightforward
construction from the nested trie is beneficial for the ROBDD generation in this
specific example. Normally a more sophisticated construction of a ROBDD would
be more efficient [17] but it turns out that tabling created an efficient structure
within the trie. This positive side effect only appears in this specific benchmark
stating that there is still space for improvement regarding the BDD generation



and implies that tabling could affect positively the ROBDD generation even in
more general situations.

5 Memory Complexity

By analysing the program in Example 4 we can see that predicate count/1 has
O(N) time complexity, that predicate count/3 has O(N ·M) time complexity
and that the total memory consumption is constant in both cases. Tabling the
predicate count/1 results in a trade-off between time complexity and memory
complexity. The time complexity of count/3 decreases to O(N + M) but the
memory complexity increase to O(N).

Example 4. Count program:

count(0).
count(N):-
N > 0, M is N - 1,
count(M).

count(_, M, M).
count(N, M, A):-
M > A, count(N),
NA is A + 1,
count(N, M, NA).

Coming back to our tabling approach, assuming that the choice of predicates
to table will produce a performance gain in time complexity, the new implemen-
tation with tabling will benefit from a gain in memory complexity of the same
order. This conclusion follows from the way ProbLog collects the proofs. As the
proof collection tracks and stores the execution branches, it consumes “anal-
ogous” memory to store those branches. Through tabling the common parts
of an execution are repeated only once in the trie structure and thus tabling
also reduces the memory required by the trie structure. Nevertheless the origi-
nal memory overhead of tabling still applies in our approach reducing the total
memory gain by a linear factor.

6 Related Work

This paper investigates the tabling of grounded goals and the memoisation of
paths used to prove these goals, within a probabilistic logic programming en-
vironment. This work is similar with the PRISM [18, 19] tabling mechanism,
as both mechanisms are restricted to grounded goals and both mechanisms
are memorising the collection of paths. One could compare ProbLog tries with
PRISM support graphs. One context difference is that PRISM assumes the ex-
clusiveness condition for the paths while ProbLog does not. An other example of



tabling that needs the memoisation of paths is in the scope of justification [20]. It
is important to note that tabling in justification keeps only one path [21] instead
of all the paths, and that it requires tabling of non-grounded goals.

7 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we presented a simple program transformation of predicates in
order to add tabling to ProbLog. In particular, tabling records the relevant part
of the SLD tree of grounded goals, namely the probabilistic facts that are used
in the proofs. In ProbLog terms, the tries of clause identifiers are tabled. When
a goal has to be re-computed, ProbLog just re-uses the tabled trie. With tabling,
the transformed programs can now answer significantly more difficult queries,
and regarding the SLD resolution, the programs can have polynomial instead of
exponential complexity both for time and space.

The current implementation of tabling supports queries of the ProbLog ex-
act probability inference method. The methods: bound probability based on a
threshold, lower bound probability threshold, lower bound probability based on
K most likely proofs and explanation probability have similarities with the proof
collection mechanism of the exact probability inference method giving ground
for expanding the use of tabling there.

As this work is the first exploration of how tabling affects the ProbLog imple-
mentation there is a significant amount of future work: tabling of non-grounded
goals; expanding the tabling mechanism to work with all inference methods used
from ProbLog; investigation of which tabled goals from a query can be re-used
to obtain results of future different queries; finally improving the ROBDD gener-
ation, bearing in mind the Umbrella benchmark, is important for the implemen-
tation to fully benefit from the tabling mechanism. Our approach uses a simple
program transformation. We need to investigate how this approach deals with
storing answers for non-ground goals and we want to look into a more direct
integration with tabling already in the YAP system.

We significantly improved the efficiency of the exact probability inference
method and outline a direction for the complete tabling of ProbLog.
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Abstract. Dividing the heap memory of programs into regions is the
starting point of region-based memory management. In our existing work
of enabling region-based memory management for Mercury, a program
analysis was used to distribute data over the regions. An important goal
of the analysis is to decide which program variables should end up in
the same region. For a popular class of programs, it covetously puts
program variables in the same region, while more memory could have
been reused if they had been kept in separate ones. In this paper we define
a new refined region analysis that is keen to keep program variables in
separate regions by taking into account the different execution paths of a
procedure. With the more precise, path-sensitive analysis we can reduce
the memory footprint for several programs.

1 Introduction

Logic programming languages have a long tradition of freeing programmers from
procedural chores such as manual memory management. A recent approach to
automated memory management apart from runtime reference-tracing garbage
collection is to rely on static analysis and program transformation that can
approximate lifetime of program data and instruct the program to reuse dead
memory at runtime. Region-based memory management (RBMM) follows this
approach. It is based on statically dividing the heap memory into different parts,
called regions, in which program terms are stored. Then the aim is to arrange
this in such a way that the memory occupied by dead terms can simply be
released by reclaiming their region as a whole. Recently region-based memory
management has been made available in several mainstream logic programming
systems, such as in Prolog [3] and in Mercury [4, 6].

In [4] and [6] we have developed an RBMM system for Mercury. The static re-
gion analysis and transformation was given in [4], which annotate programs with
region instructions that take care of the timely creation and removal of regions
and also of the adequate distribution of the terms over the regions. In [6] we de-
scribed the runtime support needed for RBMM that could also handle backward
execution. Although the system gave very promising results, in terms of memory
consumption as well as runtime speedup, for almost all of the benchmarks [6],

⋆ This work is supported by the project GOA/2003/08 and by FWO Vlaanderen.
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the static region analysis in [4] sometimes too eagerly grouped variables into
regions without taking into account different execution paths, reducing reuse
opportunities.

Our contribution in this paper is the improvement of the region analysis and
transformation in [4]. By distinguishing execution paths we obtain a more precise
region allocation that ultimately leads to better memory reuse.

Section 2 motivates our new approach of dealing with different execution
paths. Section 3 describes how we use, just as in [5], type-based graphs to model
the regions of types. The concept of region points-to graphs and its extension
with same-edges to keep apart regions are in Section 4. The region points-to
analysis, Section 5, computes a safe region model and now is linked up with
region liveness analysis in Section 6 to ensure the safety of same-edges. This link
is described in Section 7. In Section 8 we show the impact of same-edges on the
program transformation. Section 9 discusses and concludes.

2 Motivation

We assume the reader is familiar with Mercury [7]. The explicit declarations
of types and modes in Mercury enables its compiler to convert all predicate
definitions into procedures in superhomogeneous form in which unifications are
specialized into <= for construction unifications, => for deconstruction unifica-
tions, == for equality tests, and := for assignments.

We will look at the relation between assignments and regions in particular.
Consider the assignment X := Y, which binds the free variable X to the value of
Y. For now we assume that the value of the variable Y is simply stored in one
region. (We come back to the issue of storage of variables later in Section 3). As
after the assignment X and Y are bound to the same value in a region, we can
say that the two variables are in the same region.

The code in Figure 1 is a part of a Mercury program that manipulates lists
of integers. We associate a program point with every literal (i.e., a specialized

% (in, in, out). % (in, out).
q(N, X, Z) :- produce(X, Y) :-
( if (

(1) N > 0 (1) X => [],
then (2) Y <= []

(2) Z := X ;
else (3) X => [Xe | Xs],

(3) produce(X, Y), (4) produce(Xs, Ys),

(4) Z := Y (5) Y <= [Xe + 1 | Ys]
). ).

Fig. 1: The running example in the compiler-internal superhomogeneous form.

unification or a procedure call) in the body of a procedure. An execution path

is a sequence of program points, such that at runtime the literals associated
with these program points are performed in sequence. The procedure q has
two execution paths: 〈(1), (2)〉 and 〈(3), (4)〉 in which different assignments for
Z occur. In the second execution path q invokes produce that can assumably
put its output argument Y in a region different from that of X. The code of
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produce in Figure 1 follows this pattern. If after a call to produce its input
is no longer needed, we can reclaim its memory by removing its corresponding
region, without affecting the output. The call to produce at (3) in q is such a
call. In q, after the assignment at (2) in the first execution path, that Z is bound
to the list bound to by X implies that these two variables are in the same region.
Similarly, at (4) in the second execution path we have that Z and Y are in the
same region. So, it seems reasonable and it is actually safe to put all X, Y and Z

in one region.
The region points-to analysis in [4] follows this “eager” approach. If the

program follows the second execution path of q, the eager approach prohibits
the reclamation of the memory of X, even when it is dead after the call to produce

(recall that we assume that X and Y are independent). The memory for X could
have been reclaimed if it had been kept apart in a different region from that of
Y and Z.

Let us explore the idea of keeping apart the regions for X, Y and Z in order
to be able to reclaim memory better. Thus we would like to keep X, Y and Z

in different regions. An assignment like Z := X could then involve the copying
of the value of X into the region of Z. Although this allows us to reclaim the
memory of X in the else branch, it incurs overhead due to the copying, which is
not desirable as it is linear to the size of the value. In this example, we can do
better by reusing the region of X as the region of Z at (2) and the region of Y as
the region of Z at (4), while the memory of X is reclaimed in produce as shown
in Figure 2. We can view this as the result of distinguishing execution paths of

q(N, X@R1, Z@R3) :- produce(X@R4, Y@R5) :-

( if (
(1) N > 0 (1) X => [],

then remove(R4),

(2) Z := X, create(R5),
reuse_for(R1, R3) (2) Y <= [] in R5

else ;
(3) produce(X@R1, Y@R2), (3) X => [Xe | Xs],
(4) Z := Y, (4) produce(Xs@R4, Ys@R5),

reuse_for(R2, R3) (5) Y <= [Xe + 1 | Ys] in R5
). ).

Fig. 2: Region-annotated version.

a procedure when dividing its variables into regions. In the first execution path,
X and Z are in the same region while in the second one, X is in a region different
from that of Y and Z.

In the annotated version, we use region variables R’s to refer to regions [6].
The region instruction create(R) creates a region and makes R bound to it while
remove(R) removes the region that R is bound to. reuse for(R1, R2) makes
R2 bound to the region bound to by R1, R1 is considered dead after that. We use
@R to illustrate the passing of regions as arguments and annotate construction
unifications with in R, the region into which the allocation happens. Then the
behaviour of the code is as follows. A caller of q prepares X in the region bound
to by R1 and expects Z in some region bound to by R3. If the first execution path
of q is taken R3 will be bound to the region R1. If the second path is, the call to
produce removes R1 and creates R2 in its base case, then R3 is bound to R2.
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3 Modelling the Regions based on Types

In this section we explain the relationship between types and the storage of
program variables in regions. The simplifications we make in the rest of this
paper can easily be overcome, more details can be found in [5].

We use the type of a variable, which determines its values, to distribute such
a value (i.e., the term bound to by the variable) over several regions. A list is
stored in two regions: one for the list-skeleton and one for the elements of the
list. A program, such as quicksort and naive reverse on lists, often creates several
temporary lists but the elements of the input list are needed through out. When
a temporary list is no longer needed, its list-skeleton as a whole can be freed by
one single action namely by removing its region.

The regions can be derived from the type declarations [5]. Consider the fol-
lowing types.
:- type elem ---> f; g(int); h(list_int, int).

:- type list_elem ---> []; [elem | list_elem].

The principal functors of list elem are []/0 and [|]/2. The memory needed to
represent the [|]/2 functor and its arguments is allocated into region r1 . In the
arguments we store pointers to the subterms. The first argument is a pointer to
a value of type elem. Because this is a different type, it is stored into a different
region r2 . The second argument is again of type list elem and we also store it
in the region r1 . In this way the list skeleton as a whole is in one region. The
type elem has three principal functors: f/0, g/1 and h/2. Suppose L has type
list elem and is bound to [f,g(1),h([1,2],2)]. To represent this list L, we
need three regions. In the first we to store the principal functors of list elem,
the so-called list skeleton. The elements of the list are stored the second region,
in particular the principal functors of the elem terms. Some arguments of the
principal functors of elem have type int that does not require extra memory, so
they are in the memory blocks of the g/1 and h/2 functors. The first argument
of h/2 is a list of int’s and needs one more region.

For each type we define a memory-storage scheme modelled by a type-based

region graph TG(N, E) with N a set of nodes and E a set of directed edges.
A node stands for a region variable. Just as program variables get bound to
ordinary Mercury terms during the execution of a program, region variables
will get bound to (physical) regions. A directed edge from one node to another
represents the fact that the region bound to by the region variable represented by
the former node contains references into (points-to) the region bound to by the
region variable represented by the latter one. The reference relation represented
by the edges is actually defined by the type.

The type-based region graph for the type list elem is shown in Figure 3.
The [|] principal functor is stored in Rlist elem . Actually we need a block of two
memory words. [|] has two arguments, the first having the type elem and the
second having the same type list elem. Thus we have two edges from Rlist elem ,
one pointing to Relem where the principal functors of elem (g/1 and h/2) are
stored and the other is a self-edge. The edge labelled (h,1) is due to the first
argument of the functor h/2.
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R
list_elem elem

([|],2)

([|],1) (h,1)

([|],2)

R
list_int

R

Fig. 3: The type-based region graph of the type list elem.

Consider the following type:
:- type t ---> ...; f(t1,..., ti,..., tn); ....

If Rt is represented by the node n, then we have for each type ti that needs
heap storage a node m representing Rti and exactly one edge (n, (f, i), m) with
the label (f, i). We refer to n as the principal node of TG t.

During the execution of the program, the regions used to allocate terms
belonging to a type t, will be an instance of the memory-storage scheme modelled
by TG t, the type-based region graph for t.

4 Region Points-to Graph

We use the notion of a region points-to graph to model the memory used by a
Mercury procedure. We use the set of type-based region graphs, each for each
variable of the procedure, to adequately model the memory locations of the pro-
cedure’s terms. However, we also need to model the sharing of (sub)terms among
the program variables, which is created during the execution of the procedure.
One of the contributions of this paper is the modelling of this sharing.

In Mercury, the instantiation of variables, therefore the sharing among them,
is caused by unifications. We divide the sharing into two groups. First, a con-
struction unification X <= f(..., Y, ...) allocates new memory for storing
the functor f (actually the block of memory words corresponding to f) and cre-
ates sharing between X and Y. Also in a deconstruction unification X => f(...,

Y, ...) Y is instantiated and Y shares with a subterm of X. The regions needed
to store the values of X are given by its type-based region graph in which the
edges point into the regions of subterms. In order to express this sharing be-
tween X and Y, we associate with a node n a set of program variables, vars(n),
whose principal functors are stored in the region that is bound to by the region
variable that is represented by n. The sharing between X and Y (with Y the ith

argument of X) is then represented by having a node nX with X ∈ vars(nX),
an edge (nX , (f, i), nY ) and Y ∈ vars(nY ). The vars set of a node can contain
either zero, one or more than one variable. In the case where constructions and
deconstructions involve variables of recursive types such as lists, e.g., L <= [E

| T] or L => [E | T], L and T are forced to end up in the same vars set. All
the program variables in the vars set of a node may be allocated in the same
region.

Second, an assignment unification X := Y binds X to Y and creates sharing
between X and Y. Previously in [4], we did put the two variables in the same
region, inspired by facilitating recursive types. In the new approach in this paper
we keep their regions apart and just remember that they are candidates for
reusing one for the other after this point. We represent this in a region points-to
graph by a new kind of edges, called same-edges. The sharing created by X :=
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Y is modelled by a directed edge s(nY , i, nX) with i the program point where X

:= Y is found. Note that normally the same-edge between nX and nY should
propagate to the regions of their corresponding subterms.

A region points-to graph for a set of variables V , G(N,E ,S ), consists
of a set of nodes, N , representing region variables, a set of directed edges, E ,
representing references between the regions bound to by these region variables
and a set of directed same-edges, S , to model candidates for reuse. The nodes are
annotated with vars sets: we have V =

⋃

n∈N
vars(n). The node nX denotes the

node such that X ∈ vars(nX). The function node(nX , (f, i)) returns the node
m if (nX , (f, i), m) ∈ E , otherwise it is undefined. The edges in S model regions
that are possible candidates for reuse. Whether the reuse can safely be done
depends on the liveness of the involved regions. This will become clear later.

The region points-to graphs of the procedures q and produce in our running
example are in Figure 4. With same-edges (the dashed arrows) we can keep the

eager approach

([|],2)

q:

X
(2) (4)

R2R1([|],2)

Y

produce:

([|],2) ([|],2)R4 R5

q: keeping apart

X,Y,Z Z Y X

([|],2) ([|],2)

R3

Fig. 4: Region points-to graphs of q and produce.

regions of X, Y, and Z separate (compare to the eager approach where we would
have only one node with these variables in its vars set) while still be able to
capture the fact that at some program points (i.e., at (2) and (4)) they are the
same. Note again that we assume no regions for the integer elements of the list
because they are stored right in the first word of a cons cell.

While locations are represented by the vars sets, all in all, sharing is rep-
resented in a region points-to graph in three ways. Firstly, the directed edges
in E represent sharing of subterms. Secondly, that a vars set of a node may
contain more than one variable represents the fact that these variables may be
bound to the same term. Finally, sharing due to assignments is represented by
the same-edges in S .

5 Region Points-to Analysis

The region points-to analysis computes a region model for a procedure and the
whole program by capturing the locations and the sharing among variables. To
capture sharing we use two operations: unify and same edge. The operation
unify is defined in Algorithm 1. Unifying n and m implies that the variables in
vars(n) and in vars(m) are stored in the same region. To ensure that there is
only one out-edge with a specific label from one node to another, the operation
is recursive, i.e., unifying two nodes may cause more nodes to be unified.

The novelty in this paper (compare to [4]) is the second way to record sharing
by using the same edge operation that is defined by Algorithm 2. When we record
a same-edge between two nodes we also need to recursively record same-edges
for the corresponding nodes reached from them through corresponding edges.
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Algorithm 1 unify(n, m)
Require: G(N,E , S), n, m ∈ N .
Ensure: G(N,E , S) with n representing the unified node.

N = N \ {m}
vars(n) = vars(n) ∪ vars(m)
for all (m, (f, i), k) ∈ E do

if (n, (f, i), k) ∈ E then

E = E \ {(m, (f, i), k)}
else

E = E \ {(m, (f, i), k)} ∪ {(n, (f, i), k)}
end if

end for

for all (k, (f, i), m) ∈ E do

if (k, (f, i), n) ∈ E then

E = E \ {(k, (f, i), m)}
else

E = E \ {(k, (f, i), m)} ∪ {(k, (f, i), n)}
end if

end for

for all s(m, i, k) ∈ S do

if s(n, i, k) ∈ S then

S = S \ {s(m, i, k)}
else

S = S \ {s(m, i, k)} ∪ {s(n, i, k)}
end if

end for

for all s(k, i, m) ∈ S do

if s(k, i, n) ∈ S then

S = S \ {s(k, i, m)}
else

S = S \ {s(k, i, m)} ∪ {s(k, i, n)}
end if

end for

for all l, l′ ∈ N do

if (n, (g, j), l) ∈ E ∧ (n, (g, j), l′) ∈ E ∧ l 6= l′ then

unify(l, l′)
end if

end for

Algorithm 2 same edge(n, m, i)
Require: G(N,E , S), n, m ∈ N .
Ensure: G(N,E , S) with same-edges between n and m and between any two corresponding nodes

reachable from them.
S = S ∪ {s(n, i, m)}
for all (n, (f, i), k) ∈ E ∧ (m, (f, i), k′) ∈ E do

if k 6= k′ ∧ s(k, i, k′) 6∈ S then

same edge(k, k′, i)
end if

end for
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5.1 Intraprocedural Analysis of a Procedure

The intraprocedural analysis initializes Gp and then captures the sharing created
by the explicit unifications. Its definition is in Algorithm 3. The function pp(l)
returns the program point associated to the literal l.
Algorithm 3 intraproc(p): intraprocedural analysis of a procedure p

Require: p is in superhomogeneous form.
Ensure: Sharing created by explicit unifications is represented in Gp.

Gp = (∅, ∅, ∅)
for all variable X in the procedure p do

Gp = Gp ⊎ init rptg(X)
end for

for all unif ∈ p do

if unif ≡ (X := Y ) then

same edge(nY , nX , pp(unif ))
else if unif ≡ (X => f(Y1, . . . , Yn) or X <= f(Y1, . . . , Yn)) then

for i = 1 to n do

unify(node(nX , (f, i)), nYi
)

end for

end if

end for

As we know the type of each variable in p, we initialize Gp by using the TG

graphs of the variables. In Algorithm 3, we use the function init rptg(X) that
generates a region points-to graph for X from the type-based region graph of the
type of X , TG type(X), by maintaining all the nodes and edges, but initializing
the vars set of the node corresponding to the principal node in TG type(X) with
{X} and those of the other nodes with an empty set, generating a fresh region
variable for each node in the region points-to graph, and setting the set of same-
edges to empty.

The intraprocedural analysis adds all the sharing created by the unifications
in the procedure to Gp. We ignore test unifications because they do not create
any sharing. For construction and deconstruction unifications we unify the nodes
corresponding with the sharing created by them. For an assignment we say that
at its program point the two variables are bound to the same term by adding a
same-edge from the node of the left-hand side variable to the node of the right-
hand side one. This leaves the possibility that in other execution paths they are
not necessarily bound to the same term, therefore they do not necessarily have
to be in the same region either.

5.2 Interprocedural Analysis

The interprocedural analysis, Algorithm 4, updates Gp by integrating the rele-

vant sharing information from the region points-to graphs of the called proce-
dures into Gp.

For a call q(Y1, . . . , Yn), the head of the defining procedure is assumed to
be q(X1, . . . , Xn). The sharing among Xi’s in Gq may not have been present
in Gp as sharing among Yi’s. The interprocedural analysis makes sure that this
will be the case. Firstly, it builds the function α : Nq → Np that maps the
nodes of the formal arguments (Xi’s) to the nodes of the corresponding actual
arguments (Yi’s). Then these nodes are the starting points for the integration
of the remaining sharing. This is done by following the relevant edges in Gq to
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Algorithm 4 interproc(p): interprocedural analysis of a procedure p

Require: p is in superhomogeneous form.
Ensure: The sharing created by procedure calls is represented in Gp(Np, Ep, Sp).

repeat

for all call site in p, at the program point ip do

Assume that the call is q(Y1, . . . , Yn), with X1, . . . , Xn as corresponding formal argu-
ments, and that Gq is available.

% Build an α relation.
for k = 1 to n do

α(nXk
) = nYk

end for

% Ensure α is a function.
for all Xi, Xj do

if α(nXi
) = nYi

∧ α(nXj
) = nYj

∧ nXi
= nXj

∧ nYi
6= nYj

then

unify(nYi
, nYj

)

end if

end for

% Integrate sharing in Gq into Gp.
In the graph Gq , start from each nXi

, follow each edge once and apply the rules P1
and P2 in Figure 5 when applicable.
for all s(nq, , mq) ∈ Sq do

if α(nq) = np ∧ α(mq) = mp ∧ np 6= mp then

same edge(np, mp, ip)
end if

end for

end for

until There is neither change in Gp nor in any of the α functions.

extend the α function to all the relevant nodes in Gq (rule P2) and to unify the
relevant nodes in Gp (rule P1). Then we export the same-edges by relying on the
α function at the call site. The program point of the same-edges is the program
point of the call.

(nq, (f, i), mq) ∈ Eq

α(nq) = np

(np, (f, i), m
′

p) ∈ Ep

α(mq) = mp 6= m
′

p

unify(mp, m
′

p)
(P1)

(nq, (f, i), mq) ∈ Eq

α(nq) = np

(np, (f, i), mp) ∈ Ep

α(mq) undefined

α(mq) = mp

(P2)

Fig. 5: Interprocedural analysis rules.

For a whole program, we can first do the intraprocedural analysis for every
procedure. Then given the fact that in the interprocedural analysis the analysis
information is only propagated from graphs of callees to those of callers, we can
do the interprocedural analysis for a program efficiently by decomposing the call-
dependency graph into a tree of strongly connected components, and analysing
the components in bottom-up order.

6 Region Liveness Analysis

After the region points-to analysis we know the region variables of each procedure
and how the program variables are distributed over the regions to which these
region variables are bound. As regions may need to exist through a sequence
of procedure calls, e.g., a call may allocate memory into an existing region,
we do pass region variables as arguments of procedures. We use the existing
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region liveness analysis [4, 5] to decide which region variables are live at each
program point and which region arguments become live or stop to be live in
each procedure. In this section we summarize the relevant notions. Within the
scope of a procedure we determine the local liveness of (program) variables and
region variables in Section 6.1. The global liveness is discussed in Section 6.2.

6.1 Live Variables and Live Region Variables

We use the notions before and after a program point. Before a program point
means right before the associated literal is going to be executed; while after a
program point means its literal has just been completed. A program variable
is live before a program point if it has been instantiated before the point and
may be used in the future. A program variable is live after a program point if
it has been instantiated before or at the point and may be used in the future.
The live variable analysis computes for each program point i the set of variables
that are live before i, LV before(i), and the set of variables that are live after i,
LV after (i) . The LV before of the first program point(s) in a procedure p is defined
to be the set of input arguments of p, in args(p), while the LV after of the last
program point(s) in a procedure p is defined to be the set of output arguments
of p, out args(p).

A region variable being live means that it should be bound to a region and
that it is possibly used in future (forward) execution. A region variable is live
before (after) a program point if its node is reachable from a variable that is live
before (after) the program point.

The set of nodes that are reachable from a variable is defined as follows.
Reach(X) = {nX} ∪ {m | ∃(nX , m) ∈ E∗(X)},

in which E∗(X) is defined:
E∗(X) = {(nX , ni) | ∃(nX , label0, n1), . . . , (ni−1, label i−1, ni) ∈ E}.

The live region variables sets before and after a program point i are defined:
LRbefore(i) =

S

(Reach(X)) ∀X ∈ LV before (i).

LRafter (i) =
S

(Reach(X)) ∀X ∈ LV after (i).

6.2 Lifetime of Regions across Procedure Boundary

Region arguments are used to pass regions among procedure calls in order to
achieve better memory reuse by keeping the lifetime of regions short. Therefore,
the global liveness analysis part derives which region variables become live or
cease to be live inside a procedure.

Consider a procedure q that is called by some procedure p, we define:

– bornR(q) is the set of region variables of q that are mapped (by the α function
at the call site) to region variables of p that definitely become live inside q,
i.e., in q or in one of the procedures it calls.

– deadR(q) is the set of region variables of q that are mapped to region variables
of p that definitely cease to be live (or become dead) inside q.
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– outlivedR(q) is the set of region variables of q that are mapped to region
variables of p that outlive the call to q. They are live before the call and still
live after the call.

The motivation is that, in the region-annotated program, the region variables of
p that are mapped to by those in bornR(q) will get bound to a region during q

and are still bound after q, the ones mapped to by those in deadR(q) are bound
before the call to q and are safely removed during q, and the ones mapped to
by those in outlivedR(q) are bound before the call and maintain their bindings
throughout the call.

We call the set of the region variables that are local to p (not reachable
from input or output variables), localR(p). The calling contexts of a procedure
influence what a procedure can do to its non-local region variables. Therefore
when analysing a procedure p, region variables that need to be live after the call
to q in p are not allowed in deadR(q) but are put in outlivedR(q): the regions
should not be reclaimed during the call. Similarly, regions already live before
the call to q should not be in bornR(q) but in outlivedR(q): the regions already
exist before the call. Also region alias has its impact. A typical case is when a
procedure, e.g., q(X1, X2), with RX1

6= RX2
is called as q(Y1, Y2), with RY1

≡
RY2

. Then RX1
and RX2

are neither in deadR(q) nor in bornR(q).
A procedure has exactly one bornR set and one deadR set suited for the most

restrictive context. If the procedure is called in a less restrictive context, it will
be the case that creation and removal will happen outside the call.

7 Good Same-Edges

The same-edges in our new region points-to graphs indicate regions that are
candidates for reuse. For a procedure q, we keep a same-edge s(R1 , i,R2 ) with
the intention that after the program point i we should reuse the region bound
to by R1 for R2, i.e., we make R2 bound to the region currently bound to by
R1 and R1 is considered unbound after that. However, it is only safe to do that
if R2 is not yet bound before i, if R1 is not live after i, and if q is allowed to
manipulate them. This implies the following safeness conditions for a same-edge
s(R1 , i,R2 ): R1 ∈ LRbefore(i)\LRafter (i)∧R2 ∈ LRafter (i)\LRbefore(i)∧R1 ∈
deadR(q) ∪ localR(q) ∧ R2 ∈ bornR(q) ∪ localR(q). The first two conditions can
be seen as the local liveness requirements, while the global liveness requirements
are in the last two. We call the same-edges that satisfy the conditions the good

ones. Otherwise there is no point keeping them and their regions can be unified.
In Figure 6, we extend the running example with two calling contexts of

q to show the effect of good and bad same-edges. In the first context, X is no
longer used after the call to q. This program can be annotated as in Figure 7. Its
behaviour is that the region of X, namely R6, is removed in the call to q. This is
safe because X is no longer live after the call. R7 is bound either to the region R6

or to a new region created by the call to produce in q depending on which path
is taken in q. But this does not matter because in main we can assume that R6
is dead and R7 becomes live. And we only need to reclaim R7 afterwards.
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% (in, in, out). % (in, out). % Calling context 1. % Calling context 2.
q(N, X, Z) :- produce(X, Y) :- main(!IO) :- main(!IO) :-
( if ( (1) X <= [1], (1) X <= [1],

(1) N > 0 (1) X => [], (2) q(2, X, Z), (2) q(2, X, Z),
then (2) Y <= [] (3) L <= [Z], (3) L <= [X, Z],

(2) Z := X ; (4) write(L, !IO). (4) write(L, !IO).
else (3) X => [Xe | Xs],

(3) produce(X, Y), (4) produce(Xs, Ys),

(4) Z := Y (5) Y <= [Xe + 1 | Ys]
). ).

Fig. 6: The running example extended with calling contexts of q.

q(N, X@R1, Z@R3) :- produce(X@R4, Y@R5) :- main(!IO) :-
( if ( create(R6),
(1) N > 0 (1) X => [], (1) X <= [1] in R6,

then remove(R4), (2) q(2, X@R6, Z@R7),
(2) Z := X, create(R5), create(R8),

reuse_for(R1, R3) (2) Y <= [] in R5 (3) L <= [Z] in R8,
else ; (4) write(L, !IO),

(3) produce(X@R1, Y@R2), (3) X => [Xe | Xs], remove(R7),
(4) Z := Y, (4) produce(Xs@R4, Ys@R5), remove(R8).

reuse_for(R2, R3) (5) Y <= [Xe + 1 | Ys] in R5

). ).

Fig. 7: Reuse region-annotated version for calling context 1.

In the second calling context, because X is still live after the call to q, the
call is no longer allowed to remove R6. This means that R1 is eliminated from
deadR(q) and therefore R4 is excluded from deadR(produce). The annotated
version now is in Figure 8. In produce there is no remove(R4) after (1) and in

q(N, X@R1, Z@R3) :- produce(X@R4, Y@R5) :- main(!IO) :-
((1) if N > 0 ( create(R6),

then (1) X => [], (1) X <= [1] in R6,
(2) Z := X, create(R5), (2) q(0, X@R6, Z@R7),

reuse_for(R1, R3) (2) Y <= [] in R5 create(R8),
else ; (3) L <= [X, Z] in R8,

(3) produce(X@R1, Y@R2), (3) X => [Xe | Xs], (4) write(L, !IO),

(4) Z := Y, (4) produce(Xs@R4, Ys@R5), remove(R6),
reuse_for(R2, R3) (5) Y <= [Xe + 1 | Ys] in R5 remove(R7),

). ). remove(R8).

Fig. 8: Wrong reuse region-annotated version for calling context 2.

main remove(R6) is added after (4). If the program follows the first execution
path in q, R6 and R7 are bound to the same region. Therefore that region will be
wrongly removed twice in main. In general, we cannot guarantee which execution
path is taken at runtime. Therefore in this case it is not safe to make use of the
(bad) same-edges.

A safe way to handle this situation is to force X, Y, and Z in q into the same
region as in the eager approach in [4]. The annotated program is in Figure 9. If
we used the eager version for the first calling context, we would miss the chance
to reuse the memory of X whenever the second execution path of q is taken.

So after the region liveness analysis we will re-examine the region points-to
graphs to eliminate the bad same-edges based on the above safeness conditions.
If some same-edges are excluded from the region points-to graph of a procedure,
we need to re-run the interprocedural analysis for the SCC that contains the
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q(N, X@R1, Z@R1) :- produce(X@R4, Y@R4) :- main(!IO) :-
( if ( create(R6),
(1) N > 0 (1) X => [], (1) X <= [1] in R6,

then (2) Y <= [] in R4 (2) q(0, X@R6, Z@R6),
(2) Z := X, ; create(R8),

else (3) X => [Xe | Xs], (3) L <= [Z] in R8,
(3) produce(X@R1, Y@R1), (4) produce(Xs@R4, Ys@R4), (4) write(L, !IO),
(4) Z := Y (5) Y <= [Xe + 1 | Ys] in R4 remove(R6),

). ). remove(R8).

Fig. 9: Region-annotated version with the eager approach.

procedure and for the SCCs that depend on it. The live variable analysis does
not need to be run again. But the live region variable analysis and the analysis
that computes bornR and deadR sets of the affected procedures needs to be re-
executed. We can loop through these analyses until no same-edge is removed. At
that time, all the remaining same-edges imply that reuses can safely happen.

8 Transformation

A region-annotated program is finally generated by a program transformation of
the original program taking into account the information derived by the region
points-to analysis and the liveness analysis.

The transformations for adding extra arguments for region arguments, for
annotating construction unifications with region variables, and for introducing
the create and remove instructions are exactly the same as presented in [5].
Here we focus on the introduction of the reuse for instructions.

Because all the remaining same-edges are good ones, if the literal at the
program point i of the same-edge s(R1 , i,R2) is an assignment, we just add
reuse for(R1, R2) after i. If the literal is a procedure call it means that the
reuse happens inside the call and we do not need to make any change.

We can see the effect of same-edges at procedure calls when changing the code
of q by replacing the assignment at (4) with a recursive call as in Figure 10. No
reuse for needs to be added after (4).

q(N, X@R1, Z@R3) :- produce(X@R4, Y@R5) :- main(!IO) :-
( if ( create(R6),

(1) N > 0 (1) X => [], (1) X <= [1] in R6,
then remove(R4), (2) q(2, X@R6, Z@R7),

(2) Z := X, create(R5), create(R8),
reuse_for(R1, R3) (2) Y <= [] in R5 (3) L <= [Z] in R8,

else ; (4) write(L, !IO),
(3) produce(X@R1, Y@R2), (3) X => [Xe | Xs], remove(R7),
(4) q(N - 1, Y@R2, Z@R3) (4) produce(Xs@R4, Ys@R5), remove(R8).

). (5) Y <= [Xe + 1 | Ys] in R5
).

Fig. 10: No reuse for after procedure calls.

9 Discussion and Concluding Remarks

In the paper we have presented an improvement for the region analysis and
transformation in [4] that results in better memory reuse for a certain class of
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programs. By making the region points-to analysis path-sensitive we achieve
a more precise region model of memory use. This information then is verified
against the liveness information to ensure that the transformation is sound. We
formulate the local and global liveness safeness conditions for this purpose.

Implementing the improvement presented in this paper is part of future work.
It should likely not require much extra runtime support from [6].

The class of programs that potentially benefit from this novel extension in-
cludes state transition programs in which a sequence of states are computed
iteratively and typically we are only interested in the last state. A typical exam-
ple is the program Game of Life in which a new generation is generated from a
previous one based on a set of production rules. Its code follows the pattern of
q and produce in Figure 10 in which produce implements the production rules
and q is the loop for computing next generations. As reported in [6], without
region reuse, the program needs maximally 8208 words to run. A closer look into
the program reveals that the skeletons of all the generations, which are lists of
live cells, are stored in one region with a size of 6486 words. This region is the
biggest region of the program. The cells are stored in another region. Because
they are actually shared among the generations, region reuse cannot help to sep-
arate them into different regions. However, region reuse can help with splitting
the skeletons and then reclaiming them. We mimic region reuse for this program
by replacing the assignment between two generations (like the one at (2) in q)
with a call to a procedure that copies the list skeleton: the skeletons of the two
lists are in two different regions. By evaluating the region reuse-mimicking pro-
gram we measure that the maximal number of words used is reduced by 77% to
1856 words due to the fact that the garbage consisting of the skeletons of the
old generations and of temporary data created during the process of generating
a new one is now timely reclaimed.

Birkedal et al. [1] present Storage Mode Analysis that targets the same class
of programs in functional programming. Being an extra phase after the region
inference in [8] that puts all such states into the same region, the analysis then
aims to reset the region before each iteration if it is safe to do so. The decision
is also based on liveness information. However for Game of Life, it requires
manually rewriting the program with a copying function so that the resetting is
possible [2]. Henglein et al. [2] develop an expressive region type system that can
accept several region-annotated versions for a program. Their region inference
based on that type system also can produce an annotated version with the same
region behaviour for Game of Live as ours, without requiring rewriting. One
interesting open problem with their region type system is to have a strong region
inference that, among a number of accepted annotated programs, can choose to
generate an optimal one. We start from an analysis algorithm that performs
well generally and extend it to obtain better results in a popular pattern of
code, which is well known to be difficult for RBMM.

The attentive reader might get worried about programs such as qsort in Fig-
ure 11. In the approach in [4] all the variables involved with the accumulating
parameter and the result are put in the same region. This is perfect because the
accumulator is gradually built up to become the final result. Our new approach
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% Original procedure. % Region-annotated version.
qsort(L, A, S) :- qsort(L@R1, A@R2, S@R3) :-
( (1) L => [], ( (1) L => [],

(2) S := A (2) S := A
; reuse_for(R2, R3)

(3) L => [Le | Ls], ;
(4) split(Le, Ls, L1, L2), (3) L => [Le | Ls],
(5) qsort(L2, A, S2), (4) split(Le, Ls@R1, L1@R4, L2@R5),

(6) A1 <= [Le | S2], (5) qsort(L2@R5, A@R2, S2@R6),
(7) qsort(L1, A1, S) (6) A1 <= [Le | S2] in R6,

). (7) qsort(L1@R4, A1@R6, S@R3)
).

Fig. 11: A chance for optimization.

seems to be spoiling this. First notice that A1 and S2 are in the same region R6

due to the construction. In the first execution path we have a same-edge at (2)
from the region R2 of A to the region R3 of S. In the second execution path we
have a same-edge at (5) from R2 to R6 and a same-edge at (7) from R6 to R3. All
same-edges are “safe”. The resulting region-annotated program has a reuse for

instruction at (2). Actually, this instruction is an overhead. It would be removed
by the following optimization step. For qsort in all execution paths we have a
same-edge path from the region R2 of A to the region R3 of S. Thus, we could
put all the involved variables again in one region. Note that the optimization
condition does not hold for e.g., q in Figure 10. More benchmark programs will
have to be studied in order to know the relevance and the impact of the above
optimization step.
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Abstract. It is very often the case that programs require passing, maintain-
ing, and updating some notion of state. Prolog programs often implement such
stateful computations by carrying this state in predicate arguments (or, alter-
natively, in the internal database). This often causes code obfuscation, com-
plicates code reuse, introduces dependencies on the data model, and is prone
to incorrect propagation of the state information among predicate calls. To
partly solve these problems, we introduce contexts as a consistent mechanism
for specifying implicit arguments and its threading in clause goals. We pro-
pose a notation and an interpretation for contexts, ranging from single goals
to complete programs, give an intuitive semantics, and describe a translation
into standard Prolog. We also discuss a particular light-weight implementa-
tion in Ciao Prolog, and we show the usefulness of our proposals on a series
of examples and applications, including code directly using contexts, DCGs,
extended DCGs, logical loops and other custom control structures.

Keywords: Stateful Computation, State Abstraction, Contexts, Prolog Exten-
sions.

1 Introduction

Programming stateful computations in Prolog often requires the state information to
be passed as arguments to predicates, which complicates source code and increases
chances for programming errors. The alternative of storing the state in a dynamic
database makes code much more difficult to reason about, both for humans and for
automatic tools, since the database behavior is at odds with the referential trans-
parency of Logic Programming. Besides, asserting and retracting bring about an im-
portant performance overhead.

This paper presents context propagation and scoping as a new approach to help
produce code which is easier to write and to maintain in this situation. The approach
we present extends the Prolog syntax with what we call contextual notation.4 It in-
cludes state definitions, context expansions, and scoped contexts, and tries to go be-
yond what other, related proposals, such as EDCGs [2], Mercury state variables [3],
global variables [4], or mutable variables [5] can directly express (See Section 3 for a
more in-depth discussion). The semantics of a Prolog program using this contextual
notation is defined in terms of context propagation in control structures and clauses.

4 Not to be confused with contextual logic programming [1] (see Section 4.3).



calc_new([]).

calc_top(X, [X|_]).

calc_add([X, Y|L], [Z|L]):-

Z is X+Y.

% More operations ...

(a) First version of a calculator.

calc_new(c([], 0)).

calc_top(X, c([X|_], _)).

calc_add(c([X,Y|L], R), c([Z|L], R)):-

Z is X+Y.

calc_sto(c([X|L], _), c([X|L], X)).

% More operations ...

(b) Improved version with a register.

Fig. 1. Two standard Prolog implementations of a stack-based calculator

Throughout the paper we will use a simple example to illustrate some of the prob-
lems which appear when writing and maintaining Prolog programs which need to
transform states and compute with them. Figure 1(a) shows a Prolog implementa-
tion of part of a stack-based calculator, where the stack is modeled as a list. Predicate
calc_new/1 creates a new empty calculator, calc_top/2 gets the top of the stack,
and calc_add/2 performs addition by removing the two topmost stack elements
and leaving their addition on the top of the stack again. We can of course expect of
a calculator to implement more operations, such as subtraction, division, roots, etc.
These calculator operations are probably meant to be used from a loop such as

top_level(State):-

read_command(Command),

execute(Command, State, NewState),

top_level(NewState).

where the transition from State to NewState is performed by the aforementioned
predicates, one for every Command.

Were we to improve the calculator by introducing a memory register, we would
need to update our model to, e.g., a structure c/2, where the first argument models
the stack and the second one models the memory register (Figure 1(b)).

A new predicate calc_sto/2 copies the top of the stack onto the register, and
the rest of the operations have to be adapted, regardless of whether they use the new
feature or not. Of course, incorrectly recoding the necessary operations can cause
hard-to-catch bugs which will lead to incorrect results and even to program failure.
This is a classical example of poor code reusability stemming from a dependency on
the state model. Type checking can help in alleviating this problem, but even in this
case the issue of actually updating the affected code remains.

Additionally, in calc_add/2 we had to manually replicate the stack from the in-
put to the output states and to explicitly thread the value of the rest of stack L and
the register R. The need to correctly manually thread state components is of course
an additional source of programming errors, more even so if there are several states
which have to be threaded at the same time.

In the rest of the paper we will present our proposal for contextual notation, de-
scribe how it is compiled into plain Prolog (which will help us in giving it a more
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:- def_state calc := stack.

calc_new / -calc:-

set([]) / stack.

calc_top(X) / +calc :-

get([X|_]) / stack.

calc_add / calc:-

get([X,Y|L]) / stack,

Z is X+Y,

set([Z|L]) / stack.

(a) Contextual version of a calculator.

:- def_state calc := ^c(stack, reg).

calc_new / -calc:-

set([]) / stack,

set(0) / reg.

calc_top(X) / +calc :-

get([X|_]) / stack.

calc_add / calc:-

get([X,Y|L]) / stack,

Z is X+Y,

set([Z|L]) / stack.

calc_sto / calc:-

get([X|_]) / stack,

set(X) / reg.

(b) Calculator with a register.

Fig. 2. Contextual notation version of the code snippets in Figure 1

formal semantics), and describe some particularly interesting extensions. We finally
present some application examples and discuss related work.

2 Contextual Notation: Syntax and Semantics

We will present now the syntax of our contextual notation and we will give an in-
tuitive description of their semantics. We will introduce also a sketch of a transla-
tion scheme into Prolog, which besides showing how contextual notation introduces
just a negligible (and always constant) overhead, will give additional insight into the
meaning and capabilities of contextual programs.

2.1 Contextual Notation: an Example

Rather than specifying formally the syntax and semantics of contexts, we will show
a simple example and use it to give an intuition of what our notation achieves. In
a nutshell, a context is a description of implicit arguments that represent input and
output (structured) state information handled by a predicate. By input we mean the
state at call time, and by output we mean the updated state upon successful execu-
tion of a predicate.

Figure 2 shows contextual version of the previously shown calculator examples.
The leftmost code defines a calculator as having a single component, the stack.
Note that we do not define anything else regarding the stack: it is just the name of a
component. However, just by assigning a name to that component, we are reducing
the possibility to assign something which is not a stack to a stack by a mistake.

Every predicate is marked as receiving a calc context (in the construc-
tion pred_name / calc). Inside the predicate definition, the components of the
calculator are visible. A context starting with - (minus sign) marks the predicate

3



as being output only: that is the case of calc_new/1, which sets the value associ-
ated to the stack component of the context to [].5 The + and the - prefixes used in
contexts should not be confused with the usual notation for modes in Prolog.

Contexts starting with a + (plus sign) are input only. This is the case of
calc_display/1, which outputs in the screen the element at the stack top. The as-
sociated state remains unchanged. Finally, contexts without sign (as in calc_add/1)
are input / output: their values can be consulted, as done to access the two topmost
elements in the stack, and set, as done to store the result of the addition. Note that
get is using unification with logical variables at the same time it retrieves the value
associated to a context. stack appears at most once in every predicate call, while
clearly accessing its value and setting a new one needs two variables (similarly for
the calculator). Ensuring proper threading is implicit and automatically performed
by the translation into Prolog. This maybe becomes clearer in the contextual version
of the toplevel loop of the calculator

top_level / +calc :-

read_command(Command),

execute(Command) / calc,

top_level / +calc.

where every execute receives a calculator state and returns a new calculator state.
A distinguishing feature of the contextual notation is that, unlike EDCGs or the

state variables of Mercury, it is able to directly represent structured state. Figure 2,
right, shows the calculator with a register written using contexts. Note that the
calculator definition has now two components instead of one, which can be ac-
cessed inside a predicate definition whose context is a calc. The translation of con-
texts adds the corresponding structures as arguments in clause heads, and threads
their components across clause bodies. With argument structures directly repre-
sented in clause heads, the translated code makes use of clause-head matching and
indexing facilities of the underlying engine, instead of relying on runtime checking
and intermediate packing/unpacking of state arguments.6

The initialization operation has to change in order to give a proper value to the
register,7 and a new operation to store in this register is added, as before. However,
the code for the other two operations remains unchanged, as the contextual nota-
tion will make sure that calculator components which are not set are not changed,
and the components are accessed by name, so that their position in a structure is
irrelevant. In absence of this capability, manual deconstruction and construction of
structures would be needed, with the increased possibility of mistakes.

The combination of threading with structured state naming is able to give so-
lutions to the two problems identified before: independence of the state model
when possible, and automatic state threading, while keeping a reasonable declar-
ative reading which features backtracking and logical variables.

5 Context definitions work with get and set operations with the obvious meaning, in a way
similar to VDM. Operations with nicer, more compact syntax, can be defined, but for the
sake of clarity we prefer to stick to get and set in these examples.

6 For illustration of making use of different clauses for different structured states, see the
Example 1 on page 8.

7 However, note that if the initial value of the register were not defined, no changes to
calc_new/1 would have been needed.
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s ::=n (named state definition)

| x (state component)

|ˆa (atomic term)

|ˆv (logical variable)

|ˆf (s, s, . . . , s) (structure, arity> 0)

Table 1. Syntax for states.

c ::= s (input-output state)

| + s (input-only state)

| − s (output-only state)

|∗ (empty context; no state)

| c,c (composition of sub-contexts)

Table 2. Syntax for contexts.

2.2 States, Components, and Contexts

We will now introduce the notation that allows us to specify the structure of state
information and to name its components. State definitions have the form:

:- def_state n := s .

where n is an atom that is the name of the state, and s is the actual state specification.

Definition 1 (State Specification). A state specification s is constructed by a finite
number of applications of the recursive rule in Table 1.

Use of named state definitions in state specifications makes it possible to reuse
previous state specifications when writing new ones. Note that since state specifica-
tions have the shape of a Prolog term, when a Prolog term has to be interpreted as
such, and not as a state name, it is escaped using a prefixed caret. See, for example,
the definition of the calc structure in Figure 2, right.

The notation for a goal G in a context c is G/c. The syntax for G is that of regular
Prolog goals, and the syntax for contexts is shown in Table 2. Figure 2 has examples
for contexts starting with -, +, and without prefix. Our translation into Prolog will
append extra arguments to G , according to the type of context which is applied to
G , and thread these arguments in clause bodies according to the state names and
whether they are input or output. The empty context is introduced in order to uni-
formly view and deal with predicates without context in an environment where it is
needed. Context composition makes it possible to pack several contexts in a single
one and write predicates which act on several (structured) states at the same time.

2.3 The Translation for States and Contexts

State and context specifications are translated into additional predicate arguments
by means of their interpretation. An interpretation builds terms in which state com-
ponents are replaced with logical variables that serve as value place-holders. Thus,
the difference between input and output interpretations is in the variables used for
that purpose. Table 3 shows the translation of goals in context for two different con-
text definitions — those used in the calculator examples.

The interpretation of components at every point in a clause is given by a mapping
from component names to variables which whill be used to assign logical variables
to hold the component value at every program point.

Definition 2 (Component Binding). A component binding θ is an injective function
that maps every state component x to a distinct logical variable θ(x) (unused in code).
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Goal / Context Calculator 1 Calculator 2

calc_new / -calc calc_new(StackOut) calc_new(c(StackOut, RegOut))

calc_top(X) / +calc calc_top(StackIn,

StackIn)

calc_top(StackIn, c(StackIn,

RegIn))

calc_add / calc calc_add(StackIn,

StackOut)

calc_add(c(StackIn, RegIn),

c(StackOut, RegOut))

get([X,Y|L]) / stack [X,Y|L]=StackIn [X,Y|L]=StackIn

set(0) / reg — 0=RegOut

Table 3. Predicates in contexts and their translation for two context definitions.

Before and after a predicate in context is called, state components are mapped
to input and output logical variables (when needed: not always both mappings are
necessary). These two mappings are stored in an input binding (before a state up-
date) and an output binding (after a state update), and are used to generate input
and interpretations for states and for contexts as follows:

Definition 3 (State and Context Interpretations). (1) Given a state s, an input
binding θi , and an output binding θo , the input and the output interpretations si

and so are terms defined as:

(x)i = θi (x) (x)o = θo(x)

(̂ a)i = a (̂ a)o = a

(̂ v)i = v (̂ v)o = v

(̂ f (s1, . . . , sn))i = f (si
1, . . . , si

n) (̂ f (s1, . . . , sn))o = f (so
1 , . . . , so

n)

(n)i = si
def (n)o = so

def

where sdef is a state definition for n introduced with a def_state declaration.
(2) Given a context c defined as in Table 2, an input binding θi , and an output

binding θo , the context interpretation i (c) is a sequence of additional argument terms
defined as:

i (s) = 〈si , so〉
i (+s) = 〈si 〉 i (−s) = 〈so〉

i (∗) =Λ i (c1,c2) = i (c1)||i (c2)

where || stands for sequence concatenation, andΛ is the empty sequence.

State and context interpretations are the key for translating constructs of the form
G/c to standard Prolog goals. Given a G/c construct, and an input interpretation θi ,
we wish to formulate a rule for obtaining a translation of G/c and a new, resulting
binding θo . For the latter, we wish to ensure that mutable state components receive
output bindings that are different from the input bindings. If a state component does
not appear in an output of c, we consider it immutable; otherwise, the output value
of a component can be different from its input value, depending on the target predi-
cate. We formalize the notion of mutability in the following way.

Definition 4 (Component Mutability). A state component x is mutable in context c
(we write µc (x)) if and only if it appears in some sub-context s or −s of c.
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calc_new(c(Stack, Reg)):- calc_add(c(S0, R0), c(S1, R0)):-

[]=Stack, 0=Reg. [X,Y|L]=S0,

Z is X+Y,

calc_top(X, c(Stack, Reg)) :- [Z|L]=S1.

[X|_]=Stack.

calc_sto(c(S0, R0), c(S0, R1)):-

[X|_]=S0, X=R1.

Fig. 3. A goal-by-goal translation.

Definition 5 (Atomic Goal Expansion). Given a goal G = g (t̄ ), where t̄ is a (possibly
empty) argument list, a context c, and an input binding θi , the expansion of G/c is
defined as:

G JcK= g (t̄ ||i (c)) , (1)

with the output binding:

θo(x) =
{
θi (x), ¬µc (x)

ν, µc (x)
(2)

where ν is a fresh (i.e. previously unused) variable.

As an example, in Table 3, the context in calc_add / calc is translated into
two different arguments containing structures. The sequence of arguments has been
subject to deforestation to give two different arguments.

According to the above definition, = (T )/+ s would converted into T = si and
would unify T with the input state of s; similarly with = (T )/− s, thereby allowing to
get or set the state of s. For the sake of clarity, we introduce the special notational
shorthand get(T )/s and set(T )/s.

Besides, it can be easily verified that expansion of G/∗ produces G J∗K = G with
θo = θi , because i (∗) = Λ and for all components x we have ¬µ∗(x). This allows us
to treat all goals in a clause (except control structures) in the subsequent analysis as
G/c constructs, even in trivial cases where c =∗.

2.4 Threading States

Ensuring that context components are correctly threaded across control structures
and in clauses needs to take into account alignment of component bindings both
before and after expansions of each G/c. Figure 3 portrays a translation into Prolog
of the code in Figure 1, left, where bindings are chained to ensure proper threading.
We set out the basic translation criteria for ensuring correct threading as follows.

Definition 6 (Sequence Translation). A sequence σn = G1/c1, . . . ,Gn/cn (n ≥ 1),
given input state θ0, is translated into Σn =G1 Jc1K , . . . ,Gn JcnK so that:

(i) the input binding for G1 Jc1K is θ0;
(ii) the output binding θi of Gi Jci K (1 ≤ i < n) coincides with the input binding for

expanding Gi+1/ci+1; and
(iii) the output binding of the entire sequence is θn .

The sequence translation rule can be applied straightforwardly, by sequentially
expanding goals using the output binding obtained from an expansion as an input
binding for the next expansion. The following table shows an example of sequence
translation with state threading in the body of calc_add (Figure 2).
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:- def_state node :=
^t( left, elem, right).

:- def_state nil := ^[].

empty / -nil.

check(X) / +node :-
( get(X) / elem
; check(X) / +left
; check(X) / +right
).

ins(X) / node :-
get(E) / elem,
( X @< E -> ins(X) / left
; X @> E -> ins(X) / right
; X = E
).

ins(X) / (+nil, -node) :-
set(X) / elem,
empty / -left,
empty / -right.

traverse / (+tree, +dl) :-
traverse1 / (+tree, dl),
set([]) / dl.

traverse1 / (+nil, dl).
traverse1 / (+node, dl):-

traverse1 / (+left, dl),
get(E) / elem,
get([E|L]) / dl,
set(L) / dl,
traverse1 / (+right, dl).

Fig. 4. A tree handling example

k θk−1(stack) θk−1(reg) Gk /ck µck (stack)? µck (reg)? Gk JckK
1 S0 R0 get([X,Y|L]) / stack, No No [X,Y|L]=S0,

2 S0 R0 (Z is X+Y) / ∗, No No Z is X+Y,

3 S0 R0 set([Z|L]) / stack. Yes No [Z|L]=S1.

4 S1 R0 ← the resulting binding from sequence threading

Finally, we define the criteria for correct threading of states between the head and
the body of a clause.

Definition 7 (Clause Translation). A clause G/c ← σn is translated into G JcK ← Σn

so that:

(i) the input binding θ0 is the same for both the head expansion G JcK and Σn ;
(ii) the output binding θo

G of G JcK is the same as the output binding θn from Σn .

In application of the clause translation rule we note that the expansion of G/c
introduces fresh variables in the output binding θo

G for all components that are mu-
table in c. Therefore, to ensure fulfillment of the requirement (ii), we substitute out-
put bindings in θo

G with the output bindings from θn . To continue the same example,
expansion of the head calc_add/calc from Fig. 2(b) produces:

θ(stack) θ(reg) h(t̄ )/c µc (stack)? µc (reg)? h′(t̄ )

S0 R0 calc_add / calc Yes Yes calc(c(S0,R0), c(S2,R1))

S2 R1 ← the resulting binding from head expansion

where S2 and R1 are fresh variables. To meet condition (ii), we substitute S2 with S1
and R1 with R0, and finally obtain the translation of calc_add on Fig. 3.

Example 1. The code on Fig. 4 shows some usual operations on ordered binary trees.
We have two state definition: nil that denotes the atom [] (representing the empty
tree), and node that has three components – the element at the node elem, and the
left and the right subtrees left and right, respectively.

The predicate empty/1 outputs an empty tree. The predicate check/2 checks
for occurrence of a term in an input tree. Since by Definition 5 the argument list is
expanded with an input interpretation of node, the head of the check clause is not
matched if the input is a nil. The predicate ins/3 inserts its first argument into a
tree represented by the context. The first clause of ins/3 operates on a node, while
the second clause takes a nil for an input, and produces a node as an output. Note
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that, by Definition 3(2), contexts node and (+node,-node) have the same interpre-
tation. Thus, a clause is selected depending on the actual call-time argument.

The predicate traverse/2 shows how we can handle difference lists in much the
same way we do with DCGs. We accept the input (i.e. the prefix) of the difference list
dl, use the auxiliary predicate traverse1/3, and finally set of the output (i.e. the
suffix) of dl to [].

Note that we can easily extend these operations to other ordered collections by
defining distinct structured states and adding the corresponding (discontinuous or
multi-file) clauses for check/2, ins/3 and traverse1/3.

2.5 Implementation of the Translation
The work in this paper has been implemented using Ciao packages, which make it
possible to write compiler plug-ins which extend syntax and provide additional fa-
cilities. A benefit of this translation-based approach, in addition to the portability
across other Prolog systems, is the availability of other language extensions, differ-
ent evaluation techniques (such as tabling),program analysis, verification, and run-
time checks [6, 7], etc. The process of translating clauses containing context notation
to standard Prolog clauses is implemented as a code transformation at compile time.
State components are included in threading upon first encounter in a context, which
may be in the head of the clause of anywhere in the body. The use of an input binding
of a state component that has not been previously encountered can be thus detected,
and a compiler warning on the use of previously uninitialized state issued.

2.6 Applicability

The contextual extensions described in this work have been extensively used in the
Ciao system for several months, in order to rewrite some parts and develop new
code especially for the documentation generator LPdoc [8]. Its has been instrumen-
tal in reducing the complexity, managing, maintaining, and redesigning large pieces
of Prolog code. We experienced no performance degradation during the port, as the
translation and the context language are precise enough not to introduce any over-
head, and it was conveniently used in the right places.

3 Extensions to the Basic Framework

There are some interesting features which, for conciseness, we did not include in the
previous description, but which are interesting as they provide the programmer with
tools which help in making the code easier to write and to understand. We will here
briefly describe some of them.

3.1 Towards Type-Checking of States

As noted in Section 1, being able to ensure type-conformance, for some notion of
types, increases confidence on program correctness by helping to flag bugs which,
in our case, can stem from, for example, a wrong assignment. The current imple-
mentation of context variables includes the possibility of specifying the type (e.g.,
integer, atom, structure with a given name and arity) that some components of a
state must have in order for the state to be validated, and also automatically gener-
ate type-checking predicates which are called automatically at run-time when such
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a value is changed, and which throw an exception if type annotations are violated.
We note that this can be currently used even in host systems which do not have in-
frastructure for type inference or checking.

However, we plan to fully integrate this capability with the static type inference
and run-time type checking of Ciao [9, 10]. This will allow us to reutilize the machin-
ery already developed, and be able to to decide at compile time type correctness
when possible, and generate runtime checks otherwise, in a way which is homo-
geneous across the code supported by the system — e.g., both for contextual and
non-contextual code, and in context and non-context positions.

3.2 State Navigation

It is often useful to be able to access sub-components of a component that is struc-
tured itself. To enable that, we extend the syntax for states (Table 1) with component
typing of the form x :: n, to denote that the component x is itself structured according
to the globally named state definition n. We further extend the syntax of state spec-
ification with the dot notation x.y , referring to the sub-component y of the compo-
nent x. In fact, we introduce a generalization of an untyped component name x into
a component path x̄ = x1.x2. · · · .xn (n ≥ 1).

Introduction of component paths changes the threading and translation rules in
the sense that after the first appearance of x̄.y in a context, all sub-components of
x̄ of the form x̄.α start to be threaded, and always substitute θi (x̄) with a structure
built of θi (x̄.α)s after the definition of n. Also, from that point on, θo(x̄) is always the
corresponding structure composed of θo(x̄.α)s.

3.3 Syntactic Sugar for Setters and Getters

Shorthands for the set and get operations are available in order to make code more
compact and with a look more similar to that of imperative programming:

s<−v ≡ set(v)/s Give contextual variable s value v

T=s@ ≡ get(T)/s Obtain in t the value of contextual variable s

The (<-) notation acts as if it were a destructive assignment on a given contextual
variable or component, while x@, in a term position, is replaced by θi (x) for the θi

currently active at that position.

3.4 Implicit Context

Each clause in a predicate with a context requires the contextual arguments to be
written explicitly. The same happens for contexts which are shared among several
predicates (e.g., when writing an ADT and encapsulating its operations): declaring
that shared context would spare the programmer from writing it explicitly. In Fig-
ure 1, the calculator example (Figure 5) is rewritten with a more concise syntax,
where the clauses in the common context calc and the state definition are grouped
together. The :- var declaration adds components to the state, which is the de-
fault context for every clause, taking as input/output mode the optional sign in each
clause 8.

8 Note also that the example makes use of short syntax for getters and setters
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:- state calc {

:- var stack, reg.

-new :- stack@ = [], reg <- 0.

+top(X) :- stack@ = [X|_].

add :- stack@ = [X,Y|L], Z is X+Y, stack <- [Z|L].

sto :- stack@ = [X|_], reg <- X.

}.

Fig. 5. Notation for Implicit Context

3.5 Stateful Logical Loops

Recursion is usually perceived as the main way to express iteration in a declarative
setting; however, for some cases, it obfuscates the code and makes it difficult to un-
derstand its meaning. Higher-order functions (e.g., foldr) emerged as a tool to de-
compose large programs into smaller and reusable components implementing gen-
eral data traversal and transformation patterns. When applied to monads, those iter-
ation patterns allow for imperative-like constructions for stateful computations [11].

In the case of Prolog, most modern implementations have some support for
higher-order recursion patterns (e.g., maplist/N) and some proposals to facilitate
loop definitions exist [12], but representing the state is usually left out of the pic-
ture. Other approaches, such as monads for λProlog [13], did not materialize as an
accepted coding practice for Prolog. Thus, lacking simple mechanisms to manage
states and loops, even experienced programmers still rely on dynamic predicates,
failure loops, and predicates with dozens of arguments, for tasks that could be de-
scribed purely using adequate abstraction patterns.

Custom Control Patterns Our approach extends logical loops with the possibility
for the user to define control patterns for stateful computations which involve loops.
Their syntax is

:- control (H do C) = {

'' :- ... % default entry point

<<auxiliary clauses>>

}.

where H is a term, C identifies the goal to iterate, and the definition of the control
structure as a set of enclosed clauses (inspired on the module closures described in
[14]), with a default entry point identified by the atom �. The optional arguments in
C specify existentially quantified variables that are local (existentially quantified) to
each call (e.g. loop iteration), and not connected to the rest of the body.
Example 2. What follows is a control pattern which expresses an iteration scheme
over lists, as a for_each(X, List) that executes a specific goal for each element X
in the List can be defined as:

:- control (for_each(X, List) do Code(X)) = {

'' :- iter(Xs).

iter([]).

iter([X|Xs]) :- Code(X), iter(Xs).

}.
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Each use of the pattern, such as for_each(X, List) do Goal, unfolds its defini-
tion, creating auxiliary predicates if necessary, containing as parameters and context
all the required variables that appear in both Goal (visible, that is, not hidden under
predicate abstractions or other control patterns) and the rest of the body, except for
variable X.
Example 3. We write now a simple program max_prod/3 that obtains the maximum
value of the product of elements in two lists, taking advantage of the previous defi-
nition of for_each. The complexity of the control pattern is hidden when applied to
the test program, becomes simpler than its recursive counterpart and reusable with
other data structures:

max_prod(As, Bs, R) :-

C <- 0,

for_each(B, Bs) do for_each(A, As) do max(A * B)/C,

R = C@ .

max(X)/Z :-

( X > Z@ -> Z <- X ; true ).

Adopting this syntax can, in some times, render programs which are more read-
able, shorter, and easy to understand and to explain. As a comparison, the Prolog
code corresponding to the previous nested loop predicate is as follows:

max_prod_3([], B, C, C).

max_prod_3([E|F], B, C, D) :-

max(E*B, C, G),

max_prod_3(F, B, G, D).

max(A, B, C) :-

( A > B -> C = A ; C = B ).

max_prod_3([], B, C, C).

max_prod_3([E|F], B, C, D) :-

max(E*B, C, G),

max_prod_3(F, B, G, D).

max(A, B, C) :-

( A > B -> C = A ; C = B ).
Suppose that at some point it is required to write a version that works with trees

(e.g. by generalizing the code for traverse1 in Fig. 4). While the plain Prolog version
of max_prod/3 is not easy to update, the version using control patterns can be easily
modified by declaring a new control pattern:

:- control (for_each_node(X, Tree) do Code(X)) = {

'' :- traverse1 / (+(^Tree)).

traverse1 / (+nil).

traverse1 / (+node):-

traverse1 / (+left),

get(E) / elem, Code(E),

traverse1 / (+right).

}.

Note that traverse predicate can now be written concisely as:

traverse / (+tree, +dl) :-

get(Tree) / +tree,

for_each_node(E, Tree) do (get([E|L]) / dl, set(L) / dl),

set([]) / dl.

4 Related Work

We will now review and compare with our proposal previously published work which
deals explicitly with notions of state and threading.
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:- acc_info(code, T, Out,

In, (Out=[T|In])).

:- acc_info(inc_size, T, In,

Out, (Out is T+In)).

:- pred_info(expr_code, 1,

[inc_size, code]).

expr_code(A+B) -->>

expr_code(A),

expr_code(B),

[plus]:code,

[1]:inc_size.

expr_code(I) -->>

{atomic(I)},

[push(I)]:code,

[1]:inc_size.

(a) EDCG version

:- state code_emit {

:- var code, size.

inc_size(N) :- S is size@ + N, size<-S.

emit(X) :- code@ = [X|Code], code<-Code.

expr_code(A+B) :-

expr_code(A),

expr_code(B),

emit(plus),

inc_size(1).

expr_code(I) :-

atomic(I),

emit(push(I)),

inc_size(1).

}.

(b) Version using implicit contexts

Fig. 6. EDCG vs. our approach.

4.1 DCGs and EDCGs

Definite Clause Grammars (DCGs) [15] have been long used, both as a tool for lan-
guage parsing and as a convenient list-processing technique. DCG clauses represent
state with a pair of lists 9 which are implicit predicate arguments and ensure thread-
ing of values across literals. The principal operation on the state is removing some
head elements from the input list to obtain the output list, which is a very special
case of stateful computation compared to the general problem we wish to address in
this paper.

Extended DCGs (EDCGs) [2] are a generalization of DCGs which were introduced
to enable handling several state components called accumulators, represented as
input-output pairs of implicit predicate arguments. One operation can be defined
for each accumulator. An EDCG clause of the form

Head -->> Body.

has one pair of input/output arguments for each of the accumulators, where the list
of lexical elements is a special case of an accumulator. EDCG clauses use the syntax
[Elem]:Acc to represent accumulating Elem to a particular Acc. The accumulators
are globally defined with an acc_info declaration, and have exactly one accumu-
lation operation. EDCG predicates are declared with a pred_info declaration that
specifies the accumulators they use. In our approach (see Figure 6 for an example),
accumulators in EDCG correspond to contextual state variables, accumulator opera-
tions correspond to predicates (which can of course be unfolded) and the pred_info
corresponds to the declaration of the implicit emit context (Section 3.4). EDCGs can-
not express directly structured information composed of mutable components, and

9 In practice, DCGs are often used with all kind of data as a single accumulator, not necessar-
ily lists
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the limitation to one operation is too restrictive in a general case where many dif-
ferent operations can be applied to stateful entities, which are, in general, not only
accumulators.

4.2 State Variables

State variables, as those in Mercury (see also the global variables of [4]), can represent
a mutable state with a pair of logical variables, and thus correspond directly to our
notion of a context variable. A state variable in Mercury is a shorthand for naming
intermediate values in a sequence, where the current and next values at a given point
are represented as !.X and !:X, respectively, and !X denotes the pair (!.X, !:X). The
compiler transforms the source code to ensure state threading along the same lines
as the propagation rules described herein.

However, the most important limitation of state variables in Mercury is that a
state variable can appear only as an argument to a predicate, and not as a part of a
structured mutable state. For instance, it is not possible to write !s(X) to mean the
pair (s(!.X), s(!:X)). If the state has to be structured, the alternatives are open-
ing and deforesting the structure or decomposing and rebuilding it as needed in the
program. Both approaches introduce problems akin to those that motivated us to
develop the proposed expansion and propagation. Since Mercury is a strongly typed
language, a part of the problem can be solved by declaring a type for a state vari-
able that corresponds to a structured term. In Prolog as an untyped language, how-
ever, we often need to have clauses that operate on different data structures, pos-
sibly defined in different modules. Note that our translation scheme, despite being
relatively simple, allows syntactically very nice features such as, e.g., the following
variable swap:ˆ(a,b)<-(b@,a@).

4.3 Contextual Logic Programming (CxLP)

Contextual Logic Programming (CxLP) [1] (and the related notion of a minimal con-
text [16]) organizes code in parametrized units and resolves predicate calls in a cur-
rent execution context to a particular predicate defined in a particular unit. CxLP is
a major alternative to the existing, more traditional, Prolog execution engines and
module systems, and is able to represent complex operations on state encoded in
unit parameters. However, in our approach, we wish to be as transparent as possi-
ble with respect to the underlying Prolog system and to avoid reliance on specialized
abstract machine instructions and global variables. Besides, CxLP is generally not
concerned with modeling mutable state, threading, and structured state representa-
tions. Note that, as reported by their authors, the strength of the dynamically con-
figurable structure of CxLP is also its weakness, since that makes techniques such as
static analysis (and even separate compilation) very difficult.

5 Conclusions

We have presented an approach for easily expressing the notion of complex state
change within a Logic Programming language. This proposal has been used to
(re)implement non-trivial software systems, such as the LPDoc autodocumenter [8]
or the ImProlog compiler [17]. Both belong to the large and relevant class of systems
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which perform extensively transformations on states, and both have reportedly ben-
efited from a cleaner way of specifying this state. We have also given examples of how
well-known programming constructs which are also relevant for state-transforming
algorithms, such as loops and (E)DCGs, can be cast into our approach. The imple-
mentation of such an approach turns out to be quite simple. In our case we have
resorted to using a compile-time program transformation which works at the mod-
ule level using the facilities of the Ciao system.
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Abstract. Inductive Logic Programming (ILP) systems have become quite popular to
learning tasks, since it presents to the end-user a readable model, generally based on
first order logic. First order logic allows the ILP systems to naturally uncover knowl-
edge from relational data, which can be trickier with other systems. For more than a
decade, ILP systems have been used to construct predictive models for data drawn from
diverse domains. These include the sciences [1,2], engineering [3], language process-
ing [4], environment monitoring [5], software analysis [6], pattern learning and link
discovery [7]. Roughly speaking, ILP systems repeatedly examine candidate clauses
(the “search space”) to find good rules. Ideally, the search will stop when the rules
cover nearly all positive examples with only a few negative examples being covered.

Unfortunately, the search space can grow very quickly in ILP applications. Several
techniques have therefore been proposed to improve search efficiency. Such techniques
include improving computation times at individual nodes [8,9], better representations
of the search [10,11,12,13,14,15], sampling the search space [16,17,18], utilisation of
ensemble methods [19,20], combination with other methods [21,22,23,24], and paral-
lelism [25,26,27,28,18,29,30,31,32]. Parallelism can be obtained from very different
alternative approaches, such as dividing the search tree, dividing the examples, or even
through performing cross-validation in parallel [28].

This talk will go through some of the advances on improving the efficiency of ILP
systems with some illustrative examples and applications.
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Abstract. Timed automata has been used as a powerful formalism for
specifying, designing, and analyzing real time systems. We consider the
generalization of timed automata to Pushdown Timed Automata (PTA).
We show how PTAs can be elegantly modeled via logic programming
extended with coinduction and constraints over reals. We use this logic
programming realization of a PTA to develop an elegant solution to the
generalized railroad crossing problem of Lynch and Heitmeyer. Interesting
properties of the system can be verified merely by posing appropriate
queries to this coinductive constraint logic program.

1 Introduction

Design, specification, implementation and verification of real-time systems is an
important area of research, as real-time systems are ubiquitous. Timed automata
is a popular approach to designing, specifying and verifying real-time systems [1,
2]. Timed automata are ω-automata [3] extended with stop watches. Transitions
from one state to another are not only made on the alphabet symbols of the
language but also on constraints imposed on stop-watches (e.g., at least 2 units
of time must have elapsed).

Timed automata are suitable for specifying a large class of real-time systems;
however, they suffer from the same limitations that any automaton suffers, in
that they can recognize only timed regular languages. This restriction to regular
languages renders them unsuitable for many complex, useful applications where
the language involved may not be regular. To overcome this problem, timed
automata have been extended to pushdown timed automata which recognize
timed context-free languages [4]. A PTA recognizes a sequence of timed words,
where a timed word is a symbol from the alphabet of the language the automaton
accepts, paired with the time-stamp indicating the time that symbol was seen.
The sequence of timed words in a string accepted by a PTA must obey the rules
of syntax laid down by the underlying untimed PDA, while the time-stamps
must obey the timing constraints imposed on the times at which the symbols
appear. Note that the concept of a PTA can be extended to the concept of timed
context-free grammars or even timed context-sensitive grammars [5]; however,
we don’t elaborate on them here.



Earlier, Gupta and Pontelli showed how timed automata can be elegantly
modeled via constraint logic programming over reals or CLP(R) [6]. Subse-
quently, Simon et al [7, 8] showed how coinduction can be introduced in logic
programming to elegantly model and verify properties of ω-automata. In this
paper we extend that work to show how coinduction and CLP(R) can also be
used to elegantly model PTAs. We show how a coinductive CLP(R) rendering
of a PTA can be used to verify safety and liveness properties of a system. We
illustrate the effectiveness of our approach by showing how the generalized rail-
road crossing problem [9] can be elegantly modeled, and how its various safety
and utility (liveness) properties can be elegantly verified.

We assume readers’ familiarity with Constraint Logic Programming over re-
als (CLP(R))[10], and Coinductive Logic Programming (CLP)[11] in this paper.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We present an overview of timed
automata. Next, we consider pushdown timed automata and timed grammars
and show how they can be elegantly modeled via coinductive CLP(R). Note
that the formulation of PTAs is our own, though they were first introduced in
[12, 4]. We illustrate our method of modeling and verifying PTAs to elegantly
solve the generalized railroad crossing problem. The railroad crossing problem
considers verifying the safety and liveness properties of a gated train crossing
with multiple tracks through which multiple trains can travel simultaneously in
both directions.

2 Pushdown Timed Automata

We first give an overview on timed automata (more details on timed automata
can be found in [13]).

Real-time systems are ubiquitous. Almost every embedded system found in
various devices (e.g., cars) has to operate under real-time constraints. Various
extensions of finite state automata have been proposed for embedding the notion
of time and time constraints [14, 1, 15, 16] to model real-time systems and verify
their properties. Timed automata is one of the most popular formalism. A timed
automaton is a generalization of an automaton capable of recognizing infinite
words (also known as an ω-automaton [3]). A ω-automaton over the alphabet Σ
is a tuple M = 〈Σ,∆,Q,Q0, F 〉, where Q is the (finite) set of states, Q0 ⊆ Q
is the set of initial states, F ⊆ Q is the set of final states, and ∆ ⊆ Q×Σ ×Q
is the transition relation. Given an infinite string s0s1s2 . . ., where si ∈ Σ, a
derivation is defined as a sequence of transitions

q0
s07→ q1

s17→ q2 . . .

such that q0 ∈ Q0 and (qi−1, si−1, qi) ∈ ∆.
Different notions of acceptance have been proposed. A Büchi automaton

accepts a sequence s̄ = s0s1s2 . . . iff there exists a state q ∈ F and an infinite
set of indices I such that (∀i ∈ I)(q = qi). A Müller automaton defines F to
be a subset of 2Q, and a derivation for s̄ lead to the acceptance of the string



iff there exists A ∈ F and an infinite set of indices Ia for each a ∈ A such that
(∀q ∈ A)(∀i ∈ Iq)(qi = q).

The purpose of a timed automaton is to recognize timed words. A timed
word (s̄, t̄) associates a time value ti with each symbol si of an infinite word s̄ .
A timed automaton is obtained from a ω-automaton by adding:

– a finite set C of clocks;
– a set P of propositions over C;
– a labeling function τC : ∆ 7→ 2C (reset function);
– a labeling function τP : ∆ 7→ prop(P), where prop(A) is the set of proposi-

tional formulae over the set of atomic propositions A.

Thus, in a timed automaton, each transition (p, a, q, C ′, φ) not only consumes
a symbol a from the string, but additionally

– resets all the clocks in C ′ ∈ 2C ((∀c ∈ C ′)(c := 0));
– verifies that the formula φ is satisfied by the current values of the clocks.

The set P of propositions is typically limited to propositions of the form
x ≤ c and c ≤ x, where x ∈ C.

A derivation in a timed automaton is described as a sequence of transitions
between states. A state for a timed automaton is a pair 〈q, ν〉, where q ∈ Q and
ν is a clock valuation function (ν : C 7→ R+, with R+ the set of non-negative
real numbers). The initial state is 〈q0, ν0〉, with q0 ∈ Q0, and ν0(x) = 0 for all
clocks x ∈ C.
The transition

〈qi, νi〉
si,ti−→ 〈qi+1, νi+1〉

takes place if the following conditions are met:

1. there is a transition (qi, si, qi+1) in ∆;
2. the proposition τP (qi, si, qi+1) is satisfied by the clock valuation {νi(x)+ti−
ti−1 : x ∈ C};

where the function νi+1 is defined as follows:

νi+1(x) =
{

0 if x ∈ τC(qi, si, qi+1)
νi(x) + ti − ti−1 otherwise

Thus, each transition can take place only if there is a correct matching on the
input symbol and the current clock evaluation satisfies the time constraint on
the transition. The effect of the transition is to lead to a new state and to reset
the clocks specified by the function τC .

Figure 1 shows a simple timed automaton. It describes a system in which
signals are recognized. Each signal a can (but need not) be followed by a b
signal, with the constraint that the b signal must arrive at least one time unit
after a and at most two time units after a. This is a Büchi automaton, the final
state is F = {q0}.

In the rest of this work we will limit our considerations to deterministic
timed automata with Müller termination. A deterministic automaton is one that
satisfies the following properties:



Fig. 1. A Sample Timed Automaton

1. the set Q0 is a singleton set, i.e., there is a single initial state;
2. for each a ∈ Σ, the number of a transitions originating from each state qi is
≤ 1.

These conditions imply that for each word there is at most one possible deriva-
tion. In the specific case of timed automata, the second condition is modified as
follow: for each a ∈ Σ and q ∈ Q, if there are two transitions of the form(q, a, ?1)
and (q, a, ?2) in ∆, then τP (q, a, ?1) ∧ τP (q, a, ?2) is unsatisfiable (i.e., the two
propositions are mutually exclusive), where ?i stands for any arbitrary state.

A Pushdown Timed Automaton extends a timed automaton with a stack in
exactly the same manner that a pushdown automaton extends a finite automa-
ton. Thus, a PTA is obtained from a timed automaton by adding:

– ε (empty string) to the input alphabet Σ.
– a stack alphabet Γε = Γ ∪ ε
– a stack represented by Γ ∗ε .

Acceptance conditions for an infinite string for a PTA are similar to those for
timed automata except that, additionally, the stack must be empty. The tran-
sition relation is extended to include the state of the stack (to represent that a
stack symbol may be pushed or popped during a transition). Thus, the transition
function becomes:

〈qi, νi, aγ〉
si,ti−→ 〈qi+1, νi+1, bγ〉

where a, b ∈ Γε and γ ∈ Γ ∗ε . Note that si may be an empty word (ε).
Pushdown timed automata have been introduced earlier [4, 17, 12]. Our aim in
this paper is to show how PTAs can be modeled and their properties verified
with coinductive constraint logic programming over reals with the same ease as
that for timed automata [6].

In many cases real-time systems that are naturally modeled as PTAs can be
modeled as timed automata by imposing restrictions (such as limiting the size
of the string, i.e., limiting the number of allowable events), but, our experience
indicates that such a timed automaton will have an enormous number of states,
and thus would be unwieldy and time consuming to specify. Proving its safety
and liveness properties will also be quite cumbersome simply due to the large
size of the automaton.

From PTA one can also develop the notion of timed grammars [5]; however,
in this paper we restrict ourselves to PTAs.



Fig. 2. A Pushdown Timed Automaton

As an example of a PTA, consider a language in which sequences of a’s are
followed by sequences of an equal number of b’s (each such string has at least
two a’s and at least two b’s). For each pair of equinumerous sequences of a’s
and b’s, the first b symbol must appear within 5 units of time from the first a
symbol and the final b symbol must appear within 20 units of time from the first
a symbol. The grammar annotated with clock constraints is shown below. Note
that c is a clock; clock expressions are written within braces.

S → R S
R→ a {c := 0} T b {c < 20}
T → a T b
T → a b {c < 5}
Note also that the first rule is coinductive (i.e., a recursive rule with no base

case) and accepts infinite strings. Thus, the above grammar is an ω-grammar.
The PTA realizing this timed grammar is shown in Figure 2. Note that in Figure
2, S0 is the final state. Actions push(1) and pop(), respectively push 1 onto the
stack and pop the stack (the automaton in Figure 2 will accept empty string also;
we allow this for simplicity of presentation). The requirement that the stack be
empty ensures that only strings with equal numbers of a’s and b’s are accepted.
Note that the global time (or wall clock time) keeps advancing at the normal
uniform rate, as the automaton makes transitions.

3 Modeling PTAs with coinductive CLP(R)

Gupta and Pontelli [6] showed how constraints over reals can be used to model
continuous real-time systems. They showed that continuous time and associated
clock constraints can be elegantly specified as a CLP(R) program, which, in turn
can be used to verify interesting properties of the system, e.g., safety and liveness
properties. In their technique, each transition of the automaton is modeled as a
logic programming fact. It is extended with extra arguments to model time: one
argument is added to model the global (wall clock) time, a pair of arguments are
added for each stop watch used in the automaton. The first argument of this pair



is used to remember the last (wall clock) time the stop-watch was reset, while
the second one is used to pass on the stop watch value to the next transition.

We described earlier how ω-automata can be modeled as coinductive logic
programs. Thus, coinductive logic programming extended with constraints pro-
vides a natural and practical formalism for representing real-time systems mod-
eled as timed automata [11, ?]. Introduction of coinduction significantly simplifies
Gupta and Pontelli’s realization of ω-automata [11]: the driver program used to
compose the various automata involved in the system is considerably simplified.

PTAs and timed grammars accept infinite strings. As is well known, au-
tomata and grammars can be elegantly modeled via logic programming [18].
Specifically, the definite clause grammar facility of Prolog allows one to obtain
a parser for context-free grammars or even context-sensitive grammars with a
minimal amount of work. By extending logic programming with coinduction, one
can develop language processors that recognize infinite strings. Definite clause
grammars (DCGs) extended with coinduction can act as recognizers for ω-PDAs
and ω-grammars. Further, incorporation of coinduction and constraint logic pro-
gramming over reals into the definite clause grammar allows modeling of time
aspects of the system. Once a timed system is modeled as a coinductive con-
straint logic program, it can be used to (i) verify if a particular timed-string will
be accepted or not; and, (ii) systematically generate all possible timed strings
that can be accepted. The coinductive CLP realization of the system can also
be used to verify system properties by posing appropriate queries.

Consider the PTA shown in Figure 2 in section 2. The logic programming
rendering of this PTA is shown below. To keep matters simple, this logic program
models the PTA as a collection of transition rules (one rule per transition in the
PTA), where each rule is extended with stack actions as well as clock constraints.
The first 3 arguments of the trans/8 are self-explanatory. The fourth argument
represents the global (wall clock) time. The pair of arguments, Tr and To, rep-
resent the stopwatch c of the timed automaton, while the last two arguments
represent the stack actions.

The coinductive driver/6 rule realizes the automata, calling the trans/8
rule repeatedly. The CLP(R) constraints are enclosed within curly braces, as
is the convention in most Prolog systems. The constraint Ta > T advances the
time on the wall clock after every transition, and that the predicate driver/6’s
coinductive success will depend only on the first four arguments, i.e., the wall-
clock time will be ignored to check if the driver/6 predicate is cyclical. The
driver generates the timed trace of events as output.

trans(s0,a,s1,T,Tr,To,_,[1]) :- {To=T}.
trans(s1,a,s1,T,Tr,To,C,[1|C]):- {To=Tr}.
trans(s1,b,s2,T,Tr,To,[1|C],C):- {T - Tr < 5, To = Tr}.
trans(s2,b,s2,T,Tr,To,[1|C],C):- {To=Tr}.
trans(s2,b,s0,T,Tr,To,[1|C],C):- {T - Tr < 20, To = Tr}.

:-coinductive(driver/6).
driver([X| R],Si,C1,Tr,T,[(X, T)| S]) :-



trans(Si,X,Sj,T,Tr,To,C1,C2), {Ta > T}, driver(R,Sj,C2,To,Ta,S).

Given this program one can pose queries to it to check if a timed string
satisfies the timing constraint. Alternatively, one can generate possible (cyclical)
legal timed strings. Finally, one can verify properties of this timed language (e.g.,
checking the trivial property that all the a’s are generated within 5 units of time,
in any timed string that is accepted).

Next we show how our coinductive CLP(R) realization of PTAs can be used
to elegantly solve the generalized railroad crossing problem.

4 The Generalized Railroad crossing

The Generalized Railroad Crossing(GRC) problem has been proposed [9] as a
benchmark problem in order to compare the formal methods that have been
invented for specifying, designing, and analyzing real-time systems. It also pro-
vides a better way to understand the use of these methods in developing practical
real-time systems. Informally, the GRC problem consists of several tracks and
an unspecified number of trains traveling in both directions. There is a gate at
the railroad crossing that should be operated in a way that guarantees the safety
and utility properties. The safety property stipulates that the gate must be down
while one or more trains are in the crossing. The utility property states that the
gate must be up when there is no train in the crossing. The formal statement of
the GRC problem, taken directly from [9], is as follows.

The system to be developed operates a gate at a railroad crossing. The
railroad crossing I lies in a region of interest R, i.e., I ⊆ R. A set of trains
travel through R on multiple tracks in both directions. A sensor system
determines when each train enters and exits region R. To describe the
system formally, we define a gate function g(t) ∈ [0, 90], where g(t) = 0
means the gate is down and g(t) = 90 means the gate is up. We also
define a set {λi} of occupancy intervals, where each occupancy interval
is a time interval during which one or more trains are in I. The ith
occupancy interval is presented as λi = [τi, νi], where τi is the time of
the ith entry of a train into the crossing when no other train is in the
crossing and νi is the first time since τi that no train is in the crossing
(i.e., the train that entered at τi has exited as have any trains that
entered the crossing after τi). Given two constants ξ1 and ξ2, ξ1 > 0,
ξ2 > 0, the problem is to develop a system to operate the crossing gate
that satisfies the following two properties:
Safety Property: t ∈ ∪iλi ⇒ g(t) = 0
Utility Property: t /∈ ∪i[τi − ξ1, νi + ξ2]⇒ g(t) = 90

Note that in the problem description above, I and R are used respectively to
denote the railroad crossing, and the region from where a train passes a sensor
until it exits the crossing. Some positive real-valued constants are also defined
by the GRC as follows:



– ε1, a lower bound on the time from when a train enters R until it reaches I .
– ε2, an upper bound on the time from when a train enters R until it reaches

I .
– γdown, an upper bound on the time to lower the gate completely.
– γup, an upper bound on the time to raise the gate completely.
– ξ1, an upper bound on the time from the start of lowering the gate until

some train is in I .
– ξ2, an upper bound on the time from when the last train leaves I until the

gate is up (unless the raising is interrupted by another train getting “close”
to I ).

– β, an arbitrarily small constant used to take care of some technical race
conditions.

– δ, the minimum useful time for the gate to be up. (For example, this might
represent the minimum time for a car to pass through the crossing safely.)

Some restrictions are placed on the values of the various constants:

1. ε1 ≤ ε2.
2. ε1 > γdown. (The time from when a train arrives until it reaches the crossing

is sufficiently large to allow the gate to be lowered.)
3. ξ1 ≥ γdown+β+ ε2− ε1. (The time allowed between the start of lowering the

gate and some train reaching I is sufficient to allow the gate to be lowered
in time for the fastest train, and then to accommodate the slowest train.)

4. ξ2 ≥ γup. (The time allowed for raising the gate is sufficient.)

We show that the GRC problem can be elegantly modeled as a PTA. The
PTA has been implemented as a coinductive CLP(R) program. We have verified
the safety and utility properties, as well as other interesting properties of the
system, by posing appropriate queries to the program.

5 Solving the GRC with coinductive CLP(R)

For simplicity of presentation, we present our problem in two steps. We first
restrict the number of tracks to one, but allow arbitrary number of trains to
travel on it, one after the other (it is theoretically possible for the gate to never
go up once it goes down, if an infinite number of trains arrive one after the other
within close enough interval). Next, we address the full GRC.

5.1 1-Track Generalized Railroad Crossing Problem

The 1-Track Generalized Railroad Crossing Problem consists of one track and
an unspecified number of trains traveling through the track in one direction. Our
task is to develop (specify and prove correct) the system to control the gate at
the crossing. The system consists of three components, an automaton to control
the gate (gate automaton), an automaton that corresponds to the track and



models the behavior of trains traveling through the track (track automaton),
and an automaton that acts as an overall controller (controller automaton).

The gate automaton is modeled as a timed automaton with four states which
takes actions based on four different events: (i) lower indicates starting of low-
ering the gate; (ii) down indicates the gate being down; (iii) raise indicates
starting of raising the gate; and, (iv) up indicates the gate being up.

The track is modeled as a timed automaton with five states which takes
actions based on three events: (i) approach indicates a train approaching the
crossing area; (ii) in indicates the train being in the crossing area; and, (iii)
exit indicates that the train has left the crossing area. The track automaton
assumes that there cannot be two trains at the same time in the crossing area.
In other words trains travel in a safe distance from each other. If there is a
new approach signal received while there is a train already in the crossing, the
previous train should leave the crossing area before the new train can enter the
crossing area. The range of sensors is such that the approach signal of only at
most one approaching train is registered (thus, there could be one train in the
crossing and another one approaching that the system reacts to). There could be
a situation in which multiple trains travel one after the other (in a safe distance
from each other). In this situation, the system will work properly in the sense
that the first train will enter the crossing area, the second train will enter the
crossing area after exiting the first train, the third train will take the place of
the second train and so on. Therefore the gate remains down until the last train
exits the crossing area. Note that the gate crossing system is not responsible for
ensuring safe distance between trains, its task is to ensure the safety and utility
of the crossing.

Fig. 3. Track, Controller, and Gate automaton

The controller automaton is modeled as a PTA with four states. The con-
troller automaton must keep track of trains currently in the system (i.e., those



trains whose approach signal has been received): it has to ensure that the num-
ber of approach events is identical to those of exit events. Timed automata
are not appropriate for specifying the controller automaton, for two reasons: (i)
we don’t know the number of approach events in advance, so we cannot design
one general timed automaton for the controller that works for an arbitrary num-
ber of tracks and trains. In other words, we would have to have different timed
automata for different numbers of tracks. (ii) The controller automaton would
become too complicated as the number of tracks increases. More tracks means
more states and transitions, therefore a more complicated automaton. Then use
of a stack in a PTA eliminates the need for new extra states and transitions as
the number of approach signals and tracks increase.

The controller automaton must respond to four events: approach, lower,
exit, and raise described above. On receiving an approach signal at state s0
the controller clock will be reset. This will ensure lowering of the gate before the
train gets into the crossing area. The controller clock will not get reset if the
approach signal is received while in other states. The stack in PTA is used to
keep track of the number of trains in the system. On receiving an approach signal
the controller pushes the symbol “1” onto the stack and on receiving the exit
signal, it pops a “1” from the stack. When the stack is empty, the controller sends
the raise signal to the gate as the last train has left the system and it is safe
to raise the gate. To implement this, we have used a counter which is increased
by 1 on receiving an approach signal and decreased by 1 on receiving an exit
signal. A transition is activated by a pair (event, state of counter) and triggers
an action on the counter. Testable states of the counter are “= 0” and “6= 0”,
and counter actions are increment and decrement. The automaton may ignore
the state of the counter and act on the input signal. For example on receiving an
approach signal at any state, the automaton increments the counter regardless
of its current state. The automaton can act based on both the input signal, and
the counter state. On receiving the exit signal in state s2, the automaton checks
the state of the counter and it might stay in the same state or move to state
s3. If the counter is equal to zero, the controller will go to state s3 and reset its
clock. This will ensure that a raise signal will be sent to the gate automaton
within ξ2 − γup units of time after the controller clock is reset. If the counter is
not equal to zero, the controller remains in state s2 and its clock will not get
reset. Figure 3 shows the timed automata for track (i), gate (iii), and the PTA
for controller (ii). Note that in the controller automaton in Figure 3, s is the
stack (modeled via a counter in the CLP(R) code, as mentioned above).

For modeling the 1-track GRC problem we set ε1 = 2, ε2 = 3, γdown = 1,
γup = 2, ξ1 = 2, ξ2 = 3. Note that these values are taken directly from [2].
A real-time system designer can choose other values for these parameters. The
GRC does not put any restrictions on how long a train can take to pass the
gate crossing (theoretically speaking, a train can even stop at the gate and stay
their indefinitely). To disallow such behaviors, we put an upper bound on the
maximum time a train should take to exit the crossing. We introduce a constant



σ, which is the maximum time in which the exit signal should appear since the
approach signal was seen. For GRC, σ =∞. Following [2] we set σ = 5.

The behavior of the timed automaton for the track can be specified by the
following CLP(R) rules.

track(s0,approach,s1,GT,TI,TO,L) :- {TO = GT}.
track(s1,in,s2,GT,TI,TO,L) :- {GT - TI > 2, GT - TI < 3, TO = TI}.
track(s2,approach,s3,GT,TI,TO,L) :- {TO = GT}.
track(s4,in,s2,GT,TI,TO,L) :- {GT - TI > 2, GT - TI < 3, TO = TI}.
track(s3,exit,s4,GT,TI,TO,L) :-

first(L, First), {GT - First < 5, TO = TI}.
track(s2,exit,s0,GT,TI,TO,L) :-

first(L, First), {GT - First < 5, TO = TI}.
track(X,lower,X,GT,TI,TI,L).
track(X,down ,X,GT,TI,TI,L).
track(X,up ,X,GT,TI,TI,L).
track(X,raise,X,GT,TI,TI,L).

The first argument of the track predicate is the current state of the track.
The second argument is one of the events triggering an action explained above.
The third argument is the new state that results. GT represents the global wall
clock. TI is the last time the track clock was reset. TO is the new reset time
which depends on whether the track clock gets reset in this transition or not
(it is set to either GT or TI). The last argument, L, keeps track of all the reset
times: since there might be more than one train in the system at any given time,
every time a train gets into or exits the crossing area, it should use its own
approach time rather than the last approach time. The list L keeps track of all
the stop-watches that are active due to multiple trains signaling an approach.

Since trains enter into and exit the crossing area in the order they arrive in
the system,1 each train on exit event uses the first element of list L as its own
approach time. After each exit the first element of list L is removed from the
list.

gate(s0, lower, s1, GT, TI, TO) :- {TO = GT}.
gate(s1, down , s2, GT, TI, TO) :- {TO = TI, GT - TI < 1}.
gate(s2, raise, s3, GT, TI, TO) :- {TO = GT}.
gate(s3, up, s0, GT, TI, TO) :- {TO = TI, GT - TI < 2}.
gate(X, approach, X, GT, TI, TI).
gate(X, in, X, GT, TI, TI).
gate(X, exit, X, GT, TI, TI).

1 For the GRC (multiple tracks), this assumption may not hold: a long slow train in one
track that approaches first, may be overtaken by a fast short train that approaches
later but exits first. However, this situation can be handled easily in our framework
and indeed we handle it in our treatment of the full GRC (see the code for the
driver/12 predicate in Section 5.2).



The gate predicate has the same arguments as the track predicate except
for the last argument, L.

contr(s0,approach,C1,C2,s1,GT,TI,TO):- C2 is C1 + 1, {TO = GT}.
contr(s1,lower, C1,C1,s2,GT,TI,TO):- {GT - TI = 1, TO = TI}.
contr(s2,approach,C1,C2,s2,GT,TI,TO):- C2 is C1 + 1, {TO = TI}.
contr(s3,approach,C1,C2,s2,GT,TI,TO):- C2 is C1 + 1, {TO = TI}.
contr(s3,raise, C1,C1,s0,GT,TI,TO):- {GT - TI < 1, TO = TI}.
contr(s2,exit,C1,C2,s3,GT,TI,TO):- C1 = 1, C2 is C1 - 1, {TO = GT}.
contr(s2,exit,C1,C2,s2,GT,TI,TO):- C1 > 1, C2 is C1 - 1, {TO = TI}.
contr(s2,in,C1,C1,s2,GT,TI,TI).
contr(s0,up,C1,C1,s0,GT,TI,TI).
contr(s2,down,C1,C1,s2,GT,TI,TI).

The controller predicate has the same arguments as the gate predicate
with two extra arguments, C1 and C2. C1 is the current counter in the system
(the number of active approach signals), and C2 is the new counter after the
transition. If the event is approach the counter will be incremented by one, if
the event is exit it will be decremented by one, otherwise it will not change.

The main driver predicate is shown below.

driver(C1,ST,SC,SG,GT,CT,CC,CG,[X|Rest],Resets,[(X,GT)|R]) :-
track(ST,X,STO,GT,CT,CTO,Resets),
contr(C1,SC,X,C2,SCO,GT,CC,CCO),
gate(SG,X,SGO,GT,CG,CGO),
{TA > GT},
(X = approach -> add-to-list(GT,Resets,NewResets);
(X = exit -> delete-first(Resets,NewResets);
NewResets = Resets)),
driver(C2,STO,SCO,SGO,TA,CTO,CCO,CGO,Rest,NewResets,R).

The driver takes as input (i) the system counter, starting at zero; (ii) the
current states of track, controller, and gate; (iii) The current global time; (iv)
The last reset time for each of the automaton; (v) the list of events; and, (vi)
the list of approach times, starting with empty set, []. The driver generates
output as a list of pairs which is the last argument of driver. The first element
of the pair is the event name and the second element is the time at which the
event happened. Note that driver/11 is specified coinductively, as it executes
forever. The add-to-list/3 and the delete-first/2 predicates manage the
stop-watches that have to maintained for each track.

Given the logic programming definitions of controller, track, and gate au-
tomata and the driver routine that composes the three automata, one can check
if a given sequence of timed events is legal or not, i.e., use the logic program as a
simulator. One can also generate a sample sequence of timed events accepted by
the system (here we use the generational power of logic programming). Finally,
properties of interests are verified as follows: given a property Q to be verified,
specify its negation as a logic program. Let’s call this predicate notQ. If the



property Q holds, the query notQ will fail w.r.t. the logic program that models
the system. If the query notQ succeeds, the answer provides a counter example
to why the property Q does not hold.

We prove the safety property of the system in two phases. In the first phase
we show that system is safe after the first approach signal. We define the
firstinbeforedown/1 predicate in which we have negated the safety property
by looking for any solution that contains in before down after the first approach.
In other words we look for any possibility that the first train is in the crossing
area before the gate is down. In this predicate we assume that the first approach
occurs at time T = 0.0. The call to firstinbeforedown will fail which indicates
that the system is safe after the first train approaches.

firstinbeforedown(X) :-
driver(0,s0,s0,s0,0,0,0,0,X,[],R), append(B, [(in, _)|_], R),
append([(approach, 0)], A, B), \+member(down, A).

In second phase we show that the safety property holds for the subsequent
approaches of the trains. We define the inbeforedown/1 predicate in which
we have negated the safety property again. In this predicate we check for any
possibility of the gate being up followed by in without down in between. The
call for this query also fails.

inbeforedown(X) :- driver(0,s0,s0,s0,0,0,0,0,X,[],R),
append(C, [(in, _)|_], R), append(A, B, C),
append(_, [(up, _)], A), \+member((down, _), B).

Similarly we can check the utility property using the utility/1 predicate
defined below. In this predicate we ensure that the gate is up when there is no
train in the crossing area or approaching the crossing. In other words it looks
for feasibility of situations in which the gate is down without any train being in
the crossing area. So, if a call to the utility predicate fails we know that the
utility property is satisfied.

utility(X) :- driver(0,s0,s0,s0,0,0,0,0,X,[],R), append(A, B, R),
member([(down, _)], A), \+member((in, _), B).

Other interesting properties of the system can also be verified using appropri-
ate queries. For example one can compute the minimum time distance between
two consecutive trains (i.e., two consecutive approach signals) through a call to
the distance/2 predicate below. The solution produced by this query is N > 2,
and M < 5, which indicates the range of this minimum for the system to operate
safely.

distance(M, N) :- driver(0,s0,s0,s0,0,0,0,0,X,[],R),
append(A, [(approach, T2)|_],R), append([(approach, T1)],B,A),
\+member((approach, _), B), {T2 - T1 >= M, T2 -T1 =< N}.



Fig. 4. The Controller Automaton

5.2 Solution for the GRC Problem

We next tackle the fully general case of the GRC. Note that most of the issues
that are raised by GRC problem have to be handled in the 1-Track GRC problem,
too, so solving the GRC problem is straightforward. We use the solution for the
1-track GRC problem and generalize it to handle any number of tracks. We
assume that at most one train can be in the crossing area in each track at any
given time. In other words if the number of tracks is equal to some number n
then there can be at most n trains in the crossing area at any given time.

In modeling the GRC problem we make use of the same PTA for the controller
that we used for 1-track GRC problem with a slight difference: it has to be
cognizant of all the approach signals coming from trains on different tracks.
Approach signals from trains on different tracks can arrive arbitrarily close to
each other. On receiving an approach signal in state s1 the extended controller
automaton stays in state s1 and increments the counter. This addition allows
the automaton to handle multiple approach signals in different tracks arriving
very close to each other or additional approach signals arriving after the first
approach has been received but before enough time has elapsed for the gate to
go down. Note that the controller clock doesn’t get reset on this transition. The
reason is that the lower signal is sent to the gate automaton at ε1−γdown units
of time after the first approach. Figure 4 shows the controller automaton for the
GRC problem.

To model the full GRC, the number of tracks has to be given as an input
to the system so that any number of tracks can be handled. A train can arrive
on any track at any instant of time. On receiving a new approach signal from a
train on a given track, the system will respond to it assuming that there is no
other train in that track or that any trains on that track will exit the crossing
area before the new train would arrive there.

Thus, the controller predicate remains the same as in the 1-Track GRC prob-
lem except for one additional rule needed to handle multiple approaches in
different tracks at the same time as follows.

contr(C1,s1,approach,C2,s1,GT,TI,TO):- C2 is C1 + 1, {TO = TI}.



We make use of the same timed automaton for the gate that we used for 1-
track GRC problem. Likewise, the gate predicate remains unchanged. The timed
automaton for the track is the same as in the 1-track GRC problem, except that
each track has its own track automaton that models the trains running on that
track. Tracks are specified by track numbers which is implemented by adding
the track number to the track predicate that we used for 1-Track GRC problem.
All these track automata are initialized at state s0 and they work in parallel.
When an event takes place in a specified track, only that track responds to this
event and all automata for other tracks don’t respond to this event and remain
in their current states.

The driver/12 predicate for GRC problem is shown below.

driver(C1,NoTracks,SC,SG,GT,CC,CG,[X|Rest],Tracks,TrkResets,

Trains,[(X,Track,GT)|R]):-

contr(C1, SC, X, C2, SCO, GT, CC, CCO),

gate(SG, X, SGO, GT, CG, CGO),

{TA > GT},

((X = approach, N is NoTracks + 1, random(1, N, Track);

(X=in; X=exit), member(Track, Trains))->

nthElement(Track, Tracks, Trk),

arg(1, Trk, CT), arg(2, Trk, ST),

nthElement(Track, TrkResets, TrkReset),

train(Track, ST, X, STO, GT, CT, CTO, TrkReset),

update(Track, Tracks, (CTO,STO), NewTracks),

(X = approach -> add-to-list(GT, TrkReset, NewTrk),

update(Track,TrkResets,NewTrk,NewTrkResets),

add-to-list(Track, Trains, NewTrains);

(X = exit -> delete-first(TrkReset, NewTrk),

update(Track,TrkResets,NewTrk,NewTrkResets),

delete-first(Track, Trains, NewTrains);

NewTrkResets = TrkResets,NewTrains = Trains));

NewTrkResets = TrkResets, NewTrains = Trains, NewTracks = Tracks),

driver(C2,NoTracks,SCO,SGO,TA,CCO,CGO,Rest,NewTracks,NewTrkResets,

NewTrains,R).

In this predicate, NoTracks is the number of tracks in the system (given as
an input to the program). Tracks is a list of 〈time, state〉 pairs (one pair for
each track), specifying the status of each track; time indicates the last time that
clock was reset in a particular track and state indicates the current state of the
track automaton for that track. Initially Tracks is a list of 〈s0, 0〉 pairs, indicat-
ing that all tracks are initially in state s0 at time 0. The update predicate takes
the track number and updates the status of that track in Tracks list, producing
NewTracks list. TrkResets is a list of lists. The number of lists in TrkResets
is equal to the number of tracks in the system. Each list in TrkResets contains
the approach times on each track. Initially TrkRestes is a list of empty lists.
On receiving approach and exit signals on any track, the corresponding list



for that track in the TrkResets is updated. With these changes, our framework
can handle situations where approaches and exits of various trains on vari-
ous tracks may be inter-mixed: for example, a long slow train in one track that
approaches first, may be overtaken by a fast short train in another track that
approaches later but exits first. Being able to handle such situations is the rea-
son that we store approach times of each track separately in TrkResets. The
predicates, add-to-list/3, update/4, delete-first/2, and delete-first/3,
thus, all pertain to management of various track stop-watches (clocks).

Trains, is a list of integers from the domain D, where D = 1 .. NoTracks.
The Trains list (initialized to empty list, []) consists of all the trains currently
in the system, which are specified by their track number. For example if Trains
gets bound to [2, 1, 3, 2], it means that there are currently four trains in the
system: one train in tracks 1, and 3 each, and two trains in track 2. On receiving
an approach signal on a track, the track number is added to the Trains list. On
receiving an exit signal on a track, the first occurrence of that track number is
removed from the Trains list by delete-first predicate. The last argument of
driver is the output of the program which is a list of < X,Track, T > triples
where X is an event, Track is the track number in which the event happened,
and T is the time that event occurred. The rest of the arguments of driver are
as before.

The safety and utility properties along with other properties of the system
can be verified by posing appropriate queries similar to those of the 1-Track GRC
problem. In fact, these queries are identical to those of the 1-Track problem
except that track numbers are added to queries. Therefore, these queries are not
reproduced here.

6 Conclusions and Related Work

Real-time systems have been studied with several types of real-time logics. Au-
tomata based real-time formalisms such as timed automata [2, 9] and timed
transition systems have been also proposed to model and analyze a wide range
of real-time systems. Jaffar [19] builds on the work of Gupta and Pontelli and
translates timed automata to a CLP program and uses it for proving assertions
(properties of the system can be expressed in an expressive assertion language).
All these papers do not consider PTAs, they limit themselves to timed automata.

Discrete pushdown timed automata were originally introduced by Zhe Dang,
et al. [4]. Pushdown timed automata with dense clocks were also considered by
Dang [12] and used to give a decidable characterization of the binary reachability
of a PTA. However, the treatment in their work is largely theoretical, there is
not much focus on how to elegantly and efficiently realize PTAs. In contrast,
we are more interested in elegantly modeling and analyzing PTAs applied to
complex applications such as the GRC.

Few solutions have been proposed for GRC problem. The most notable is
that of Puchol [20], which is based on the ESTEREL programming language. In
Puchol’s work, time is discretized and thus is not faithful to the original problem.



In contrast, our solution treats time as continuous. In Puchol’s approach, the
number of trains that the solution comprises must be chosen at compile time.
Our approach, in contrast, takes the number of tracks as an input and can work
on an unspecified number of trains. Verifying safety properties of the system
in Puchol’s approach is extremely complex: this complexity is such that one
cannot be sure if the verification process itself is trustworthy. In our approach,
in contrast, safety properties as well as other properties can be verified elegantly
by posing simple queries.

UPPAAL has been also proposed as a toolbox for verification of real-time
systems [21]. In fact, a model for a Train-Gate example is distributed with UP-
PAAL. UPPAAL is based on a timed automata formalism and cannot handle
PTAs. Significant rewriting of the system would be required to support them. In
contrast, PTAs are realized much more simply in our logic programming based
approach.

Thus, a combination of constraint over reals, coinduction, and the language
processing capabilities of logic programming provides an elegant, expressive, and
easy-to-use formalism for modeling and analyzing complex real-time systems.
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